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Planning for Profit Control
W hen Volume Changes
by HARTWELL A. GREENE
Comptroller, Tennessee Coal & Iron Division, United States Steel Corporation, Fairfield, Alabama

Changing volume levels constitute a major problem for management
since a decline in income requires carefully planned action for expense
reduction if the profit or lost under the changed conditions is to be
controlled rather than the resultant of uncontrolled variables. This
problem is particularly important when volume changes are large and
sudden and a substantial proportion of costs is fixed. A method of
planning action for volume changes which may reasonably be expected is outlined by the present author, so that decisions occasioned
by them may be the result of careful and deliberate prior thinking.

CDAY'S P L A N N I N G w i l l d e t e r m i n e t o m o r r o w 's profits. The period since 1939
has been marked by a series of economic events which created the highest
demand for certain types of goods and services in the long history of our
country. This condition cannot continue indefinitely and a change is inevitable.

T

The logical expectation is a period of readjustment. For this reason executive
managers must formulate plans and policies under which they may expect their
businesses to prosper at lower levels of activity. The need for planning for
changing business levels is thus becoming increasingly important.
The Situafion in W hich W e Find Ourselves
Wr e n a readjustment period will begin is uncertain. Timing is largely dependent on world -wide developments. Should the present international situation
be prolonged, readjustment would, in all probability, be more deliberate and less
severe. However, should the prospect of international peace appear (not truce
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but peace), the changes in defense spending would necessitate a more immediate
and sudden adjustment. In any event plans should be made now.
There is no excuse for inaction. A delay in planning places us in the position
of many who contend that the difficulty of predicting the future obviates the
opportunity for long -term or short -range planning. The answer lies in flexibility
of the type which military plans must possess. With this flexibility, incorrect
assumptions and unpredicted developments do not destroy the eventual execution
of the planned operation. Such flexibility in planning is achieved by frequent
revision of plans and by a knowledge of what alternative courses of action must
be taken to meet the requirements of interim developments, without abandoning
the basic programs which have been developed. In the course of planning, it
must be kept in mind that what we will wind up with is not precisely what is
going to happen but how we should conduct our business at various levels of

-�

activity if certain profit results are to be achieved.
Few of our present executives and supervisors have experienced any extended
period of normal demand for goods and services. Evolution of industry into its
present state has been phenomenal. Little -known concerns have been thrust into

national prominence and have undertaken and accomplished production miracles
overnight. It has been a long time since we have had prolonged periods of keen
competition. During the period of skyrocketing demand our economic structure
has become increasingly complex. Industry has experienced numerous changes
in practices, methods and policies. Merchandising chains with their vast buying
power have modified the merchandising techniques of the nation. New tax laws,
government regulations and labor relations have added to the complexity of
business management. All of these complications have pyramided the responsibi l it i es of th e b u si n ess e x ec u ti v e a nd ha v e foc u sse d r ec o gn i ti o n o n h is im p or t a n c e
in th e gu i d a n c e of o u r ec o n om i c activity. T h e su ccessfu l execu tive mu st ha v e

improved instruments of guidance and control at his command.
The accountant has the responsibility of consolidating the ideas, plans and
objectives of many individuals into a master plan for future operations. As an
example, sales management may think in terms of sales promotion activities. Its
main interest may be in how much it can sell with the thought that maximum
sales will return maximum profits. Production management may focus on the
objective of obtaining the best equipment, regardless of cost. All of these single
objectives and plans of individuals or departments must be integrated to insure
the maximum income. In this process, the knowledge and experience of business
executives who have lived through periods of business recession, must be used
for the guidance of younger executives who are moving up.
292
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What Profit Planning Is and Is Not
This article discusses the broad fundamentals of a basic plan for profits, with
an eye to reduced production levels. Profit planning in its details may differ with
the type of business. However, the basic ideas are the same for all types of
business. Nevertheless, at the outset, it is well to mention that the pre - planning
that is most familiar to me is based on the use of a standard cost system in the
steel industry. This system, with its integrated cost controls, simplifies profit
planning. However, the principles which will be expounded are applicable to
most businesses with a sound system of accounting. My main purpose is to
stimulate the idea of planning profits for changing business levels.
There is another point which should be clarified. The profit planning program is simply an evaluation and selection of a plan of action for each individual
factor which contributes to the financial result. It involves no secret formulas,
no short cuts and no change in cost principles. It should be clearly understood
that the program is not a forecast of any change in volume of business. It is
solely for the purpose of having approved plans of action for each segment of
business when and if such changes in volume occur. It involves no prediction
of change in rates of pay, prices of purchased goods and services, tax rates or
future sales prices of products. The effects of these changes, as they occur,
can be readily incorporated in the master plan.
Further, a profit planning program is not simply a program of determining
break -even points. Development of break -even points does not constitute a plan
of action for management to follow, but a profit planning program looks to
providing for action in case of volume changes, regardless of the level at which
a break -even point is reached.
Another condition to successful profit planning is to sell the desirability of
such a program to executive management. The program must encompass all
phases of the business in order to be successful. Its development involves all
levels of management and supervision. For this reason, full cooperation of all
personnel concerned is essential to its success.
Projecting Sales for Planning Purposes
The first step in the development of the plan is the determination of the
volume levels to be used for profit projections. The selection of various levels
will be influenced by the characteristics of a particular business. A manufacturer
of luxury products may expect a relatively drastic change in his volume in periods
of business recession. He might expect reductions to much lower volume levels
than a business handling necessity items. For this reason, one company may elect
NOVEMBER, 1953
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to project profits on a 20 per cent, 40 per cent and 60 per cent reduction in
volume. Another concern may decide that two reduced levels are sufficient to
guide it in future plans and may select 15 per cent and 30 per cent reductions.
In larger organizations volume levels to be projected are developed by market
research specialists and are subject to the approval of executive management.
In smaller companies the chief executive, the sales executive and the comptroller
ordinarily are those best equipped to handle such a problem in judgment.
The second step in planning profits at reduced volume levels is a forecast
of sales by product line and by sales territories for each selected level. A business handling only one product line, one grade or size, automatically determines
its sales when the volume level has been selected. However, this type of business
is in the vast minority. A sales forecast requires progressively more consideration
as there is an increase in the number of product lines, types of service or sales
territories involved in a particular business. Under these conditions, an average
reduction in total volume does not indicate an equal reduction in each commodity, service or sales territory.
Reduction in demand may be different for each of the product types constituting the total. For this reason, a sales forecast is a continuing responsibility
of commercial research specialists. In a small business, it may not be given much
thought during periods of peak demands. However, the projection is well worth
the effort of those closest to sales problems. Sales forecasts are significant in
any type or size of business. They are considered the foundation of sound
profit planning.
Production and Cost Planning
The completion of a sales forecast at each selected average volume level brings
us to the next steps in the plan. The remaining procedures will vary in concept
and continuity depending on the type of business involved. A distributor of a
product would be involved primarily in planning purchases for selected sales
volumes. Main consideration of the dispenser of services would be selection of
personnel. A manufacturer would be concerned with production planning in
addition to purchased material requirements to produce a product. My subsequent discussion will cover a manufacturing industry in order to provide a
broader coverage of the program development.
At this point in the program, the accountant takes over as the planning and
coordinating medium. There is such a high degree of inter - relationship between
the remaining phases of planning that coordination from one point is essential.
This focal point is the accountant. As the various steps in development are pro294
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jetted, the importance of an efficient and aggressive accounting organization will
be noted, including the necessity for complete cooperation between accountants
and other functional areas of the business. The accountant's attitude should not
be one of trying to substitute his knowledge for that of operators and other
people involved. He should furnish facts and figures to aid various levels of
management in developing their own plans, so that their vast knowledge and
experience will be reflected in a sound, workable program.
Forecasting of sales by product lines establishes overall production for those
operations producing finished goods. However, the final operation is usually
only the last link in a series of operations required to produce the product. Also,
material may be withdrawn at various points in the series of operations for
conversion into other products. Alternative facilities may be available and there
may be a choice of the number of operating shifts. Counsel of the accountant
relative to cost and production statistics is thus most valuable to the operator
in the selection of facilities and the coordination of the entire chain of operations. Also, he is responsible for the translation of the plan into accounting
terms.
We have covered broadly the necessity for cooperation of accountants in
production planning. Now let us have a look at the planning of costs attending
the planned production. In this case, the accountant must solicit the aid of the
operator. It is known by the accountant that certain costs are considered fixed,
within reasonable limits, at a normal rate of operation. The amount by which
fixed costs will deviate when these limits are exceeded must be determined
jointly by accountants and operators. Each of the producing centers requires a
certain number of services, rendered by general service groups, for each level of
its operation. The accountant with assistance of the operator must develop
quantities of services required in each operation for each volume level studied.
The determination of these quantities is greatly facilitated by the use of standard costs set up in such a way that variances may be readily associated with
standards to get actual costs in terms of useful group coverages.
Planning Goes Beyond Consideration of Sales and Production
Because coordination of the planning of costs is the accountant's special
responsibility, he is very much interested in the extension of the planning processes to phases of the business besides sales and production. For example,
purchasing of supplies, materials and equipment will undergo substantial changes
with the advent of a buyer's market. During peak demands, it may be necessary
to purchase materials of less desirable quality or from sources far removed from
NOVEMBER, 1953
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operations, at higher freight costs. Removal of government controls may also
affect material purchases. For these reasons the purchasing specialists must
develop changes to result from selection of sources of supply, changes in quality
and volume purchases. In many of these determinations, operating and engineering personnel must be consulted. Accountants must assist from the standpoint
of maintaining minimum practicable costs and of inventory control.
Another factor to consider is the necessary manpower required. On the
surface this appears to be a comparatively simple consideration, particularly in
situations where standard crew quotas and flexible budgets are available. However, sound profit planning must go beyond the mere determination of the number of men required for a given operating level. Problems involving labor
relations are now much more complex than they were during the last time
business experienced a real recession. The development of lower labor requirements brings certain labor factors into focus which have a direct bearing on costs.
Among the factors which require analyses are: employee status in regard to
labor contracts, the effect of separations on unemployment taxes, liability for
severance pay, and changes in pension provisions. In planning changes in
operations where labor is affected, these factors should be given consideration.
The projection of all changes must be fully weighed in the final plan.
Another area in profit planning is engineering. Planning of capital expenditures and retirement of property is the concern here. Engineering data is also
essential for the development of depreciation, amortization, and guidance in
property accounting. The accountant should consult with the engineers on both
points and work the relevant information into the over -all plan.
This brings us to consideration of fixed costs, a substantial portion of what
is commonly called overhead. This item of cost is of prime importance in the
the cost planning phase. It will have been discussed in the direct manufacturing
cost determinations. Also, it is equally significant in the inter - related executive,
general administrative, sales and service departments. It is usually found that
apparently fixed costs can be reduced at some level of volume.
Overhead cost, fixed and variable, may include administrative expense, supervision, selling expense, depreciation, taxes, rentals and other items. These costs
call for a complete and exact review by all levels of supervision, in order to
recognize and modify any changes which would result at selected volume levels.
Sometimes cost increase will be in order. Under more competitive conditions,
there may be instances in some business establishments where increased selling
expense may be required to maintain a fixed reduced volume. The item of overhead requires a thorough study in any profit planning program.

Putting the Plans Together and Keeping Them Alive
The paragraphs which have gone before, have indicated what is needed in
the terms of basic data for the preparation of statements embodying the results
of planning at selected levels. This data is approved by the head of each staff
function involved. Following approval, the plans are formalized and recorded
for each segment of the business. The final result is a record of planned operating schedules, labor quotas, costs and other data. Each level of management
is provided with a guide to determine the course of planned action. The plans
are conveyed in progressively more summarized forms from the lower to higher
levels of responsibility. Executive management is not burdened with details of
the plans. Earnings statements for the selected planning levels are prepared for
executives. These statements are accompanied by comprehensive analyses of
major changes from current experience and pertinent statistical data. This overall summarized data is the master plan which executives can use as a basis for
immediate or future decisions.
The usefulness of a program such as has been outlined depends largely on its
maintenance. These approved plans of action cannot be allowed to stagnate.
They must be kept up to date in line with changing conditions and be a matter
of record for each operation, so that they will be usable when needed. There will
be periodic changes in facilities, methods or processes in certain of the operations, which will necessitate revisions of plans. This emphasizes the necessity of
frequent reviews by the accountant. Major changes in economic conditions,
such as adjustments in general wage rates, general changes in sales prices of
products, or general changes in prices of purchased goods and services, will
necessitate a revision of expected profits but will not necessarily affect business
plans. Maintenance of a live, usable program of planned profits is a responsibility of the accountant.
Profit Planning Lays A Foundation for Operating Studies

•

Benefits from, and uses of, a profit planning program are manifold. Business
generally may be prone to accept the adage "get the volume and profits will
take care of themselves." This is not good philosophy in a sellers' market or in
normal times. Volume is not a substitute for planning. The business with plans
has a decided advantage. Plans provide a guide for corrective action under
changed conditions. Preplanning eliminates lost motion during a crisis.
A complete program of profit planning definitely raises the sights of an
organization from top to bottom. Concrete goals to be attained have a stimulatNOVEMBER, 1953
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ing effect on any organization. Planning of goals is most effective advertising
for them. Advertising stimulates interest. Interest in the goals set in a planning program greatly facilitates their attainment. The stimulating effect of the
program will be felt in all activities of the business.
Another benefit of a planning program is the teamwork that it inspires. The
responsibilities and problems of each function in a business become more
familiar to each participant in a profit planning program. There is no place in
modern business for the attitude of some reportedly successful supervisors whose
only concern is centered in their own operations. The interdependence of one
operation on others is more pronounced today. Any move which fosters teamwork is assuredly worthwhile.
The extent of the vision and foresight of executive management constitutes
the only limits to the uses of the basic profit plan. The future holds vast possibilities for improvement in quality of products, methods of manufacture and
distribution at lower costs. The progressive manager is continually exploring
the application of electronic principles, modern mechanical devices, and organizational improvements to enhance the competitive position of his business. A
basic profit plan is a guidepost and springboard from which many determinations may be made. It is a realistic appraisal of what is likely to happen. As
such, it may disclose weaknesses in the expected profit structure. These weaknesses are signs which point to special study requirements which can be initiated
or coordinated by the accounting department.
As an illustration, if proposed changes in facilities are the subject of planning, the necessary extensive studies to determine economies of such changes
are likely to be undertaken. Determinations of these economies at various
levels of operations is desirable. Accuracy of the determinations depends largely
on the quality of basic data used. Planning data approved by management, is a
sound basis for these studies. As a further example, data is also highly useful
in considering the desirability from the profit standpoint of changes in product
lines. Basic cost data at changed levels available in each cost center can be developed readily for individual products. In much the same manner, changes in
fixed and semi -fixed labor requirements developed in the plans for changing
levels of operations, are useful in manpower requirement studies. These changes
are recorded by occupations, which further enhances their value.
While the type of program to which this article is devoted is termed profit
planning, its usefulness extends on into financial activities. From it may be determined availability of cash, changes in capital investment and dividend policy.
It provides a guide to market studies to increase product lines, research and de298
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velopment of new methods and processes, and the elimination of high cost
equipment.
A Demand on Constructive Thinking
I have attempted to outline in a broad way the practical approach to the problem of profit planning for changing business conditions. Many successful business concerns have followed such a plan in one way or another without forinalizing it. One or more plans or a program can be recorded for any business, depending on how it operates. A formalized and recorded plan permits each
member of the management team to know in advance his definite responsibilities
in a systematic adjustment when demand drops off. In this connection, the constant vigilance of the accountant is necessary in order that changing conditions
within a business will be recognized and adjustments made in the master plan.
Let me emphasize that this must be a live and current program, enthusiastically
supported by executive management.
In conclusion, let me make it clear that their proper part in profit planning
requires accountants to be men with imagination and vision. The chief accounting officer of an enterprise must assume his full responsibility, as part of management, in looking ahead. Profit planning is one area in which he can fully exercise this responsibility. He fails in his duties unless he encourages the development of well- considered plans to assure the financial soundness of his company during changes in business levels and businees conditions which we all
know will occur.
Profit planning, properly executed, gives the accountant an added instrument
to assist executives in shaping economic polices. It places him in an enviable
position as a major influence in assuring the future success of business enterprise
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Sales Forecasting and Marketing Cost Control
by ROY L. BRITTAIN
Comptroller, The V. D. Anderson Company, Cleveland, Ohio

This paper discusses the types of basic data needed for sales forecasts
and other marketing cost problems. It then explores some of the
means by which cost control standards may be set and used in the
marketing field. It notes some of the differences between manufacturing and marketing cost control problems, including the fact that the
standards used in the latter field are of a type basically different from
those used in the former.
HE RE ARE T W O BASIC RESPONSIBILITIES

contained in budgeting sales and
T marketing costs. The factors affecting sales
volume must be analyzed and
integrated into the sales program and the techniques of marketing cost control
must be understood and investigated. The first should be a logical corollary
of the second. Where formal budgeting of marketing costs exists, adequate
profit planning under fluctuating sales volume is greatly facilitated. To be more
specific, the sales executive must, today, be provided with the following statistical information:
I. An analysis of past sales performances.
2. A study of factors indicative of the trend
of business conditions.

3. A study of market potentials.
4. The development of base media for the
control of marketing costs.

Facts of this type are needed to develop a dynamic marketing program which
will assure maximum sales at minimum marketing costs. These facts will be
kept continuously current to reflect changing business conditions.
SALES FORECASTING

It will be the purpose of this paper to consider, first, the three points (out
of the foregoing four) which relate to sales forecasting and then to consider,
at about equal length, the broad subject of marketing cost control after briefly
distinguishing it from the entirety of distribution cost control. In treating sales
forecasting, a somewhat survey -style presentation of the several aspects of the
subject must necessarily be adopted in view of space limitations. Yet it will be
attempted to direct the reader's thinking to advantage.
Making Past Performance Data Usable
The first step in pursuit of statistical data for our sales executive should be
a thorough analysis of past sales performances. It might be well to mention
300
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here that, in the development of sales statistical information, it is highly recommended that sales values and gross profit margins at standard costs be considered jointly. These past sales performance statistics might incorporate analysis
by organizational divisions, by commodities, by channels of distribution, by
territories, by salesmen, by methods of sale, by methods of delivery and service,
and by size of orders. In fact, they should be in whatever categories are agreed
upon between the sales executive and the accountant.
It is also necessary to recognize that the following three factors will usually
affect the month -to -month sales of a given company:
I. Seasonal variations —the changes in sales
which normally accompany the different
seasons of the year.
2. Growth trend —the long -term tendency
of sales to follow the pattern of general

changes in population, wealth. and other
demand factors.
3. General business cycles —the tendency
of sales to follow the pattern of periodic
changes in general business conditions.

If the seasonal fluctuations and the growth trend are statistically eliminated,
it will be possible to establish a correlation between general business cycles and
our own sales. This will show the effect of business cycles upon our sales.
Business Trend Data and Its Application

+

Political and economic changes throughout the world now reflect themselves
in individual industries and businesses more quickly than ever before in the
history of American industrial activity. Some of these factors are changes in
political stability (both domestic and foreign), wars (hot or cold), governmental restrictions of materials, trade, and credit, etc. It is not possible to
predict with any degree of accuracy the time and magnitude of movements related to these elements. However, it is possible to arm ourselves with such
information as will afford warning in time to permit us to predict the effect
these factors will have on the company's sales program. This prediction should
not be made only in factors relating directly to our own concern but also to
the industry of which the company is a part, and to the territories to be served.
There are two general methods of forecasting the trend of general business
conditions in use by American business today. One method is for the major
executive to use his judgment of what lies ahead, influenced and modified perhaps by the opinions of others. Many times these opinions are based upon past
experiences or upon reviews of current literature bearing upon economic predictions. Indications are that well over ninety per cent of the business concerns
in this country pursue this method. As a matter of fact, it is about the only
method available to most small concerns.
NOVEMBER, 1953
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I. The indices of general business conditions to be used should be the ones
which are most nearly related to the
company's business. Some companies
have found it desirable to develop a
composite of several individual indices
using appropriate weighting factors.
2. An index or indices should be selected
which are available as promptly as possible after the close of the period.
Quick action is vital to the sales executive.
3. The index or indices selected should be
ones which have been adjusted to eliminate seasonal and growth trends.
4. It is very important that some basis be
developed for measuring the company's
growth trend. This may be statistical
information of the normal growth of the
industry of which the company is a
part or it may be similar information
302
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6.
7.

8.

respecting the individual company's
growth over a long period of time.
The base year or base period for expressing the growth trend should be the
same as the one selected for measuring
the general business activity.
It may be more desirable to reflect
seasonal fluctuations on a monthly
rather than on a quarterly basis.
It is very desirable to develop deviations occurring through several general
business cycles rather then for just one
such cycle. This will afford a much more
dependable guide for the measurement
of the current activity.
Although it is generally more convenient to deal with dollar sales of the individual company, it might be possible
to develop a similar set of statistics on
physical relationships. In such instances,
of course, general business indices
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN
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The second method, followed by many medium -sized and large concerns, is
for the company to develop its own facilities for economic analysis and to be
guided largely by the product of its research. However, even with such analyses,
considerable common -sense judgment is required. Although it may be desirable
to make available many indices for statistical guidance, it will be necessary to
select the ones which will offer the most current usefulness. History will not
necessarily repeat iself in times of major political, social, or economic changes.
Therefore, experienced judgment will be required to develop the relationship
between these indices and a particular business. Examples of domestic economic
indicators are gross national product, personal incomes, personal consumer expenditures, business expenditures for plant and equipment, Federal Reserve
Board index of industrial production, and wholesale and retail price indices.
The Federal Government is the greatest collector of basic statistics and the
best source of such information. Statistics are gathered and dispensed by many
departments, bureaus, and commissions, including the Department of Agriculture, Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, Federal
Trade Commission, Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Interstate Commerce Commission, and many others. Current statistical data from
these sources are usually reported in financial journals, trade papers, and daily
newspapers as soon as they are released by the collecting agencies.
In developing a specific procedure for relating the effect of general business
conditions to the sales program of a company, the following several points
should be taken into consideration:

which express the trend in physical factors should be selected,.
9. If physical volume is used, this will necessitate a study of price levels. Determinations must be made for the effect on price levels of such factors as
technological advancements, switches
from higher to lower priced units, or
vice versa.
10. Although the attempt to establish connection between business condition and
sales may produce better results when
applied to staple lines or services, its

I I.

application to specialties will generally
be more satisfactory than the "guesstimating" method more commonly in use
today.
One final point, which could well justify
the whole analytical program, is the
value of the base data for measuring
the company's sales performance. If
the company's sales are falling behind
general business activity, this fact is
soon revealed in the comparative data
developed and the necessity for corrective action is indicated at once.

Paying Attention to Sales Potentials
The accountant must get the market facts if he hopes to be of service to his
sales executive. Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the importance of
obtaining market information for the sales executive. Detailed study of dozens
of sales promotion campaigns indicate that at least seventy -five per cent of
those which failed did so because they were founded upon guesswork rather
than upon sound fact. As one sales executive said, "I hate figures, but I never
make a decision without them." Still another said, "Get the facts, or the facts
will get you!"
What are the available markets for the industry as a whole? What are the
markets in particular areas and with particular classes of customers? What
proportion of these markets should the company secure? These are but a few
of the questions the sales executive will want answered in his quest for statistical
information to aid him in developing his sales program. Many concerns do
not have a clear understanding of the market potential of their products or prospective products. They are expending much ammunition without having determined their targets. As a matter of record, each year seems to find the ammunition more expensive and the targets more elusive.
There is no one method of market analysis which applies to all types of business. Factually, there are as many types of market analyses as there are marketing problems. The method must be largely adapted to the individual company.
However, the objectives are the same in all business, namely, to determine the
location, the purchasing power, the buying methods, and the likes and dislikes
of present and prospective customers.
The field of market research and analysis is one which offers the analyst one
of his greatest opportunities to make a real contribution toward profit planning.
However, the detailed methods and procedures are too ramified to attempt to
consider them in this paper. Nevertheless great emphasis must be placed upon
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the importance of obtaining and using market information as an integral part of
planning a sales program.
MARKETING COST CONTROL

Now that the factors affecting sales volume have been touched upon and a
study of our market potentials recommended, we will turn our attention to a
development of the techniques of controlling marketing costs.
Three Important Preliminary Considerations
We do well to stay a moment with the question of what marketing cost control is. First, I would like to make a distinction between the phrases "marketing
costs" and "distribution costs." For our purpose, we shall consider marketing
costs as the ones for which the sales executive is most commonly responsible.
They are:
I. Advertising and sales promotional costs
—all expenditures for advertising, sales
promotion, general publicity, customer
education, and market development.

2. Direct selling costs —all direct expenses
of salesmen, sales offices, sales super vision, and allied services.
3. Cash discounts allowed on sales.

To complete the distinction, it should be pointed out here that the remaining
distribution costs are:
4. Transportation costs —all costs of packing; outbound freight, express, or trucking, inbound freight on returned merchandise, and a portion of the traffic
department expense.
5. Warehousing, storing, and handling costs
—Cost of warehousing, storing, and handling finished goods.

6. Credit and collection costs —all expenses
in connection with a credit department,
collection costs, and losses from bad
debts.
7. General and administrative costs —the
cost of accounting for distribution activities, market research, and a portion
of the general administrative cost.

In wholesaling and retailing concerns where the purchasing function is closely
allied with selling, purchasing expense may be included with distribution costs.
The second significant point to be noted at the start is that there is a real
difference between production cost control and marketing cost control. In controlling production costs, management is largely concerned with the effect of
volume on unit costs. When planning marketing costs, on the other hand,
management is usually concerned with the effect of costs on volume. The effect
of advertising expenses on sales volume is an example. Management is much
less certain of the effect of marketing expenditures on volume than it is about
the effect of volume on unit production costs. Thus, the most profitable sales
volume for any company is both "cause and effect" of the right amounts and
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kinds of selling and promotional expenditures. It follows that the control of
these costs is at once a most difficult and important problem.
The objective of controlling marketing costs is, then, to increase the effectiveness of the sales effort and thus reduce the unit costs. Those businesses which
have successfully achieved substantial reductions in their unit marketing costs
have done so through the application of two basic principles:
I. Intelligent direction of the sales effort.
t . Establishment of standards by which to

measure and control the cost and effectiveness of that effort.

The problems are to decide how much to spend, what type of expenditures to
make, and when to make them in order to produce predetermined sales results —
also to see that such expenditures are made as planned and that they produce
the desired results.
The third and not least meaningful of our preliminary considerations is that
the sales program and marketing costs are interrelated and interdependent. The
objective is to secure the combination of elements of selling effort which will,
in the long run, produce the most profit. Almost any sales volume can be
secured if enough selling effort eventually reaches a point where the additional
sales produced do not compensate for the additional effort. Conversely, the
selling cost can be reduced to almost any point desired but with the ultimate
effect that sales volume will be reduced so low that no profit will result. Somewhere between such extremes must be found the proper amount of sales effort
to be used. This principle applies not only to sales volume as a whole, but also
to individual classes of products, individual territories, and individual customer
groups.
Thus, neither the sales program nor the marketing cost program can be
developed independently of each other. Moreover, a coordination must be
effected with the production and finance programs. The selling effort must be of
a type designed to sell products which can be profitably produced, particularly
those in which the concern holds a competitive advantage. Furthermore, the
program of selling effort must not exceed that which can be safely financed.
Marketing Cost Standards Are Needed
It is simple and true to say that the marketing effort should be directed in accordance with the market possibilities. This is one of the most important reasons for analyzing the market potentials. Many concerns upon correlating their
marketing effort with the potentials of their markets have found astonishing
discrepancies. By intelligent redistribution the profitability of the effort has
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been greatly increased. For example, if there are 1,000 potential buyers in
Territory A and 2 ,0 0 0 in Territory B, it would seem logical, other conditions
being equal, to direct twice as much effort to Territory B as to Territory A.
However, this plain underlying concept is just a starting point. It leads on to
complications which require the development of performance standards.
Although standards of performance have become almost universal in their
application to the efficient control of production costs, we are, by and large, in
the embryonic stage in the development of standards as applied to marketing
costs. It would be folly to contend that all marketing activities can be highly
standardized, but it would be equally foolish to assume that the task is hopeless
with respect to them all. Neverthless, it is to be remembered that, in developing
the marketing cost standard and eventually controlling the actual cost, our desire
is to maintain proper relationship of effort, cost, and results. Not only must
the various marketing functions be performed at satisfactory costs but also the
effort must be productive of sufficient sales volume to justify the cost.
To be most effective for cost control purposes, the standards developed should
be reduced to the measurement of individual activity or performance whenever
possible. It is not sufficient to know that traveling expenses on the whole are
in excess of standard. It must be known which particular men are exceeding the
standard. In setting the marketing cost standards, the following steps may be
taken:
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may be expected to produce a certain
number of orders. This is a measure of
results and the unit of measurement is
the number of orders received. Finally,
a salesman may be required to hold his
direct costs within a certain percentage
of his sales volume. Here the measurement is in terms of relationship of particular costs to results in sales volume
and the basis of measurement is the
ratio of one to the other.
3. Analyze past experience in terms of the
respective classifications chosen, with a
view to selecting the best results therefrom as base media for our budgetary
program. These costs must be segregated into their fixed and variable components in relation to their respective
base media.
4. Finally, establish standards of performance by expense account classification
for each cost responsibility or function,
aided and abetted, of course, by the
judgment of the sales executives upon
whose shoulders will fall the responsibility of obtaining satisfactory results.
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I. Classify the costs according to responsibility. For example, each product line
may be the responsibility of a separate
sales organization. It is logical, then, to
consider each product line as a separate
classification. United action by each unit
of responsibility is what we seek. One of
the primary purposes of budgeting is to
determine the most profitable course
through which coordinated effort will
produce the desired results.
2. Select bases of measurement through
which the standards can be expressed.
Such bases will vary with the type of
measuring which is to be done. For example, measurement may apply to effort used, to cost expended, to results
achieved, or to a relationship among all
three of these factors. For example, a
salesman may be expected to make a
given number of calls per day. This constitutes a measure of effort and the unit
of measure is the call. The allowed cash
discounts would be measured in terms
of sales dollars. This is a measure of cost
and the unit of measurement is the percentage of sales dollar. Or a salesman

To illustrate the procedure recommended, let us examine its application to two
of the major cost items in the area of marketing costs, — salesmen's traveling
expenses and advertising costs.
Establishing Standards: Salesmen's Traveling Expenses
Aside from the development of new territories, introduction of new products, and special promotional work as may be required from time to time, salesmen's traveling expenses should bear some standard relationship to sales volume
or gross profit margins. These standards are by no means the same for all products or territories. The first step is to assign the traveling expenses to the
respective territories. Next, these expenses should be broken into their component elements —such as transportation, lodging, meals, and incidentals. Then
the relationship of each of these expense elements to sales volume (or preferably gross profit) can be ascertained. Finally, from this intensive cost analysis,
normal or standard expectancies of performance can be established.
Obviously, salesmen's traveling expenses cannot be as accurately measured as,
for instance, direct factory labor. It may often be necessary to keep a trained
sales organization in the field, even though changing business conditions make it
impossible to maintain relationships with the cost standards. However, one of
the most important reasons for having these budget standards is to permit
intelligent exceptions when unusual circumstances justify.
There is a feeling on the part of some sales executives that strict control of
salesmen's traveling expenses is not conducive to the most enthusiastic effort.
In my opinion, this line of judgment may well be the portrayal of a weak and
inefficient sales management. A capable salesman knows what expenses are
necessary to do his work efficiently and expects to be rewarded on the merits of
his sales performance, rather than having to "pad" his expense account. Experience has shown that there is less dissension among sales staffs where there
is a more rigid policy than one where laxity prevails.
Of course, as has been stated before, there must be a definite interrelationship between any budget allowance and the sales program, itself, as developed
from the market potentials. Determinations must be made as to products to be
sold, customers to be pursued or cultivated, and methods to be employed. Comparisons with past performances are not sufficient. They only tend to perpetuate any inherent weaknesses. Proper budget standards for salesmen's expenses
can and should be established through scientific analysis of the local situation
and the application of good, sound judgment on the part of all parties interested
in effective profit control.
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Establishing Standards: Advertising
Advertising expenditures represent one of the largest single areas of expense
in most businesses. Although it is one of the most difficult to budget, it was
one of the first cost items to be subjected to budgeting. This came primarily
because of lump sum appropriations, which were erroneously called "budgets."
Yet there is probably no other single item of business cost with such an inherent
waste factor. This does not necessarily mean that there is too much spent for
advertising but rather that there is less scientific thought given to the problem
of relationships among purposes, costs, and results than to most other costs.
This area thus represents a challenge to the accountant to aid in the development
of proper standards.
The first step in control is a determination of the purpose of advertising. It
has been rather conclusively proved that the more definitely these objectives
may be determined, the more intelligently the advertising program can be
planned, its results predetermined, and its cost controlled. Some of the objectives of advertising may be the following:
I. To establish new products in the market.
2. To develop new markets.
3. To meet competition.

4. To increase sales.
S. To reduce the cost of other selling effort.
6. To maintain prices.

Obviously, there are other objectives of advertising, but these are the commonest ones. Having once established our immediate objectives, our next problem is to determine the exact media to be employed in this endeavor.
Advertising expense normally divides itself into two main classifications:
I.

The cost of the individual advertising
program, including space cost, layout
and art work, printing, mailing, and the
like.

2. The cost of operating the advertising department, including the salaries and expenses of the advertising personnel.

All of the advertising costs should be resolved into individual advertising and
sales promotional project costs. Each project cost should consist of its layout and
art work cost, its space cost, its printing and mailing cost, and other direct costs,
plus a proportionate share of the advertising department overhead expense. Cost
standards should then be developed for each project. The relationship between
costs and results of past performance of the individual projects should then be
attempted. This, of course, will require considerable judgment, but such data
will provide at least some basis for an intelligent approach to the coordination
of purpose, cost and result.
There are two general methods in use in determining the amount of the advertising budget. The first plan entails making a lump -sum appropriation based
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upon some such factors as a percentage of budgeted sales or gross profits. This
total appropriation is then split up and applied to individual projects. The second plan entails careful examination of objectives of the advertising program,
to determine the specific projects to be selected, and to estimate the cost of attaining the objectives. While it is never possible to tell exactly the amount of
advertising necessary to produce a given sales volume, adequate records of past
experience analyzed as to cost and results facilitate getting the best estimate.
The lump -sum appropriation plan is basically weak, in that it does not require
a detailed analysis of the relationship between objectives and costs. A consistant
application of this method of budgeting advertising expenditures has the tendency to establish a maximum budget rather than to determine a proper allowance.
The second plan suggested is to examine carefully the objectives of the advertising program, to outline the specific methods planned for, and to estimate the
cost of each element of the program. The advantages of this plan over the
lump -sum appropriation plan are as follows:
I. The sales executive is on record as to
what is proposed to be accomplished
and at what cost.

2. Control aver expenditures in terms of
projects is reasonably definite.
3. Expenditures can be timed readily for
cash budgeting.

The Control Problem Posed by Unprofitable Sales
One of the greatest advantages accruing from the detailed knowledge of
gross profits and marketing costs by projects, customers, order -size groups, territories, etc., is in the field of controlling unprofitable sales. The control occurs
primarily by converting these sales into profitable ones or by eliminating them
entirely. There are a number of practical possibilities for converting loss sales
into profitable transactions.
For example, one manufacturer found that 68 per cent of the total number of
his accounts, bringing in only 10 per cent of his volume, were unprofitable.
Most of the unprofitable customers were gradually dropped but, nevertheless,
sales increased 76 per cent as a result of more effective use of selling effort.
Within a period of four years, marketing expenses were reduced from 22.8 per
cent to 11.5 per cent of sales and a net loss of 2.9 per cent of sales was turned
into a net profit of 15 per cent. Another manufacturer changed his sales policy,
which had called for 100 per cent coverage of the market. The number of stores
that he sold to directly was reduced by almost one - third, but sales increased 82
per cent, marketing expenses were reduced from 31.8 per cent to 18.2 per cent,
and operating profit rose from 4.7 per cent to 14.8 per cent of sales.
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The problem of eliminating unprofitable sales is not always an easy one to
solve. A decision to do so is far - reaching, affecting every aspect of the business.
In one direction, consideration would have to be given to the effect that smaller
production runs or a reduced scale of production would have upon unit manufacturing costs. In many instances, unprofitable sales can be eliminated by
changing the marketing policy from one of indiscriminately covering the entire
market to one of selective selling.
Outlook for Increased Benefits from Morkefing Cost Control
The accomplishment of production cost analysis since Frederick Taylor's
work in the 1880's have been generally conceded. Yet production specialists
would be the first to admit that unit production costs are still very far from their
irreducible minimum. It is (or should be) similar with marketing costs. The
very large reductions in unit production costs which have been accomplished
may be equaled or surpassed. In addition, by the further development and use
of budgeting principles and techniques peculiarly adapted to the more difficult
problems in the field of marketing costs, still greater results will be realized.
However, let us state that the planning and control of marketing costs can
never be reduced entirely to a matter of principles, rules, and procedure. The
alertness, foresight, inspiration, and dynamic leadership of sales executives must
always be the dominant factors. Intelligent planning and detailed control of
operations are, however, one of the cardinal advantages of budgeting in any
field in that every person knows his task, knows when and how it is to be performed, and can apply his full effort toward its accomplishment.
THE END IN VIEW

This paper has taken up the dual or, perhaps better, combined topic of forecasting sales (accompanied by analysis that brings in the factor of gross profit
from the various products) and of controlling the costs for which the sales manager is responsible. Hence, this presentation occupies a place in both the forecasting and control fields at a point, though not the only one, where they obviously border one on the other. As the industrial accountant has long served
the general and production management of his company through seasoned approaches to cost control and reduction, so also he has the opportunity to serve
general and sales management in their course charting, profit maximization and
cost direction problems. In both cases, the service, itself, is on a high managerial
level when fully and effectively performed.
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Performance Yardsticks
for Sales Management
by J. GREGG ROYER
Distribution Cost Accountant, Building Materials Division, Armstrong Cork Company,
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

This paper describer and portrays a number of "scales" of measurement for control of the distribution function in terms of ratios of
variables significant for control purposes. Costs of direct and indirect
selling personnel and of warehouse operation are covered. In the
procedure utilized, comparison is effected by listing together (1) the
pertinent ratios for a geographic area and ( 2 ) the average, high and
l o w values of the same ratios for the larger geographic area of which
the one in question is a part.

in the manufacturing segment of
industry is generally recognized. In contrast, the development of cost accounting in the field of sales and distribution has been short of satisfactory.
This is true because the accounting profession has spent relatively little effort in
determining what tools are required for the guidance of those responsible for
the selling function. In the main, control provided has been limited to annual
expense budgets built on the basis of past experience. Once established, these
budgets tend to be considered as fixed allowances for the period in question.
Management is rated as doing well if it does not exceed these allowances.
HE EFFECT IV ENE SS O F COST ACCOU N T I N G

Not Just Lower Expense But Better Performance
This inflexible approach fails to recognize that it is sometimes sound to overrun (say) an entertainment budget if, in doing so, a major new account is
acquired, that an expensive long- distance call may be paid for many times over
by increased sales volume, or that an unbudgeted trip can be successful in getting a new contract. In fact, this approach leads to annoying and picayune questioning of the salesman about excess expenditures which later events prove to
have been sound. Such controls are inhibiting rather than stimulating. They
narrow rather than broaden sales activity, and thereby defeat their avowed
purpose, which is to increase the profits of the business.
Nevertheless, in our company, as in many others, it has become increasingly
evident in recent years that accountants should assist sales executives in keeping
a sound relationship between expenditures for selling and distribution and the
performance levels actually achieved. There is a pressing need for information
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to assist sales management to make the most efficient use of distribution facilities and personnel, just as factory cost information assists factory management
in improving production efficiency. Accordingly, we have instituted a program
aimed at developing operating yardsticks for sales management which, in the
short period during which they have been in use, have produced excellent results.
Management is enthusiastic about this new approach and is following further
developments with great interest.
We were helped in the carrying out of our plan by the receptive attitude of
the sales department. The materials sold by this organization encounter strong
competition from other manufacturers. Profit margins are normally narrow.
Successful operation depends on close attention to sales volumes, to inventory
turnover and to distribution costs. Accordingly, the sales management asked for
a tool which would evaluate performance by district office through measuring
such items as the employment of manpower relative to sales volume, operating
costs, efficiency of personnel, etc. — yardsticks which would give clues to the
reasons for the great variation in profitability experienced in the nineteen territories. With this request as a start, the accountants studied the situation to
determine what data might be collected toward supplying this further analysis.
Distribution Setup and Personnel
To provide background for the discussion of the various reports developed
under the program, there is given in this and succeeding paragraphs a brief
description of the organization structure and operation of a typical sales division in our company. The Building Materials Division of the Armstrong Cork
Company consists of nineteen district sales territories referred to, which cover
the United States and Alaska. These districts represent the organization for the
distribution of products manufactured in the various plants of the company.
Activities within the nineteen district sales territories are directed from the
same number of district sales offices. Some of these offices are expanded to include one to four branch sales offices. Each district sales territory is headed by
a district sales manager who is responsible for the operation of the district
and its branch offices. The salesmen operating from these district and branch
offices are of three types:
i. Dealer products salesmen —selling lumber dealer and acoustical products to
wholesalers and acoustical contractors.
2. Equipment salesmen —selling equipment
insulation direct to manufacturers.
3. Industrial insulation salesmen—selling
low and high temperature insulation ma312

terials, both on a basis of materials only
and on a basis of contract sales covering
the materials and their installation. Because of the nature of the contract business, two additional functions are performed in conjunction with the industrial
insulation phase of this business by:
N.A.C..d . B U L L E T I N

a. Construction superintendents supervising the actual contract installations
and
b. Estimators assisting the salesmen in

the preparation of contract proposals
by performing the detailed work of
estimating material and labor require ments.

Supplementing the salesmen, construction superintendents and estimators, there
are clerks who handle the routine work connected with the processing of both
regular and contract sales.
To facilitate the prompt delivery of materials to contract operations, the division has thirty -eight warehouses strategically located within the district sales
territories. The major portion of the space in these warehouses is assigned
to the storage and handling of industrial insulation materials. A small portion
of space is set aside for equipment insulation materials.

Two Areas of Performance: Personnel, Warehouses
An examination of operating expenses showed that the bulk of the costs
were of two kinds — expenditures related to the various types of personnel and
expenditures related to the operation of the warehouses. In developing the operating cost yardsticks, we followed this division of cost categories, and decided
on two major reports —one relating to personnel and the other to the warehouses. Included in the personnel yardsticks are measurements of the comparative cost and performance levels of the following types of personnel:
I. Dealer products salesmen
2. Industrial insulation salesmen
3. Equipment insulation salesmen

4. Construction superintendents
5. Estimators
6. Clerical employees

Included in the warehouse yardsticks are measurements of the comparative costs
of the various warehouse locations.
The yardsticks given form in Exhibits 1 and 2 cover personnel and Exhibit 3
covers warehouse operations. These exhibits are in the form in which they are
issued to sales management. Reports for each sales territory are issued to the
respective district sales managers annually and, in addition, a summary report
is prepared for the division sales management. With these comparative figures
available, a district sales manager can readily see how his district office performance in the various categories compares with others. Areas of performance
requiring improvement are clearly indicated and efforts can be directed toward
this end.
All figures we develop to provide the measuremdnts are based on experience
covering a period of one year. Because of the heavy work -load at year -end, the
annual period from September 1 through August 31 is used. This provides
revised yardstick figures by November 1 of each year. Publication of the yard NOVEMBER, 1953
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O P E R A T I N G C O S T YA R D S TI C K S
S A LES AND C LE R IC A L P E R S O N N E L

9/1/53

O A K D A L E D I S T R I C T S A L E S T E R R I TO R Y

-

9/1/52
-

PER IOD

De a le r

Sa les m en (l)
Eq u ip m en t

Cle r ic a l Co sts
In d u s t rial

Dist rict
D i vi s io n

-

C o s t p e r M a n ( Th o u s a n d D o lla r s )

Average
H igh
Lo w

(2)
8.56
8. 69
9. 65
7. 01

11.06
10. 44
12. 65
7.36

7. 43
8. 77
12.94
7.43

24.15
25. 37
37. 46
13.46

7.86
6.74
34. 32
3.20

39. 34
31.08
52.66
14. 54

Di s t r ic t
Divis io n

-

C o s t p e r Th o u s a n d D o lla r s o f S a le s

Ave ra ge
H igh
Low

1.15
1.43
2.46
.81

(3)
3. 83
6.26
14. 17
3.50

Dis t ric t
Divis io n

NO TES :

-

S a le s p e r M a n ( Th o u s a n d D o lla r s )

Average
H igh
Lo w

356. 0
342.0
521. 0
257.0

284. 0
298. 0
479.0
137. 0

189. 0
282.0
748. 0
159. 0

(1) C o s t s in c lu d e s a l a r i e s , t r a v e l a n d e n t e r t a i n m e n t e x p e n s e ,
and au t o m o b ile m a in t e n a n c e c h a r ge s .
(2) C l e r i c a l c o s t s p e r m a n r e p r e s e n t t o t a l c l e r i c a l s a l a r i e s
d ivid ed b y t h e n u m b er o f s ales m en .
(3)

C l e ri c al co s t s p e r M d o llars o f t o t al o ffice s a l e s .

EXHIBIT i

sticks at that time is particularly helpful to sales management, since they are
available when budgets for the following year are being prepared by the district
sales managers.
Evaluafing Sales and Clerical Personnel
The measurements represented by Exhibits 1 and 2 and concerning the performance of personnel are prepared for each sales territory. Included are the
average performance for the district, the division average, the division high, and
the division low. Employees are classified for the purpose of the various measurements in accordance with time allocation sheets which are submitted annually
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by the district managers. Where an allocation sheet indicates an employee's time
is spread over several types of effort, the actual costs are prorated on the same
basis.
The first yardstick included in both Exhibit 1 and 2 is cost per man. This
cost includes actual annual payments for salaries, travel, entertainment, and
automobile expense. Salary costs for each employee are taken from earnings
records and travel and entertainment costs are secured from individual expense
reports submitted weekly and summarized monthly. Included in these weekly
expense reports are costs of operating company -owned automobiles assigned to
the salesmen. Also included are other travel costs, such as meals, hotel lodging,
tips, and costs of entertaining customers. Depreciation for each automobile is
obtained from property asset records.
The figures on the exhibit, applicable to salesmen represent the total of such
expenses incurred, by type of personnel, divided by the number of each type
personnel.
Clerical costs per man represent the total clerical salary costs in a district
sales territory divided by the total number of salesmen, construction superintendents, and estimators in the district sales territory. Thus it is not the clerical
cost per clerical employee but, rather, the clerical cost per sales employee (excluding clerical employees). This information is helpful in indicating where
clerical costs are out of line in relation to the size of the sales force.
The second yardstick included in Exhibit 1 is cost per thousand dollars of
sales. This yardstick is helpful in pointing out high cost sales operations requiring management attention. The cost elements included are the same as those
listed above under cost per man. The total costs for each type of personnel are
divided by the total sales of each type of personnel. This yardstick applies
principally to the three types of salesmen — dealer, industrial, and equipment.
The clerical costs per thousand dollars of sales represent total clerical salary
costs in a district sales territory divided by the total sales of all products within
the district sales territory.
The third yardstick included in Exhibit 1 is sales per man. It is obtained
by dividing the total sales of each type of salesman by the number of salesmen
of that type. This yardstick not only indicates the areas requiring special attention to build up sales, but also makes possible an evaluation of performance
by individuals. Since one of the most important responsibilities of the district
manager is to develop salesmen, this guide has been most welcome. Through it
he learns the weaknesses and the strengths of his personnel and can make intelligent corrections.
N O V E M B E R , 19 5 3
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O P E R A T I N G C O S T YA R D S TI C K S
E S T I M A T I N G A N D I N S TA L L A T I O N P E R S O N N E L

9/1/52

9/1/53

O A K D A LE DISTR IC T SA LES TER R ITO R Y

-

-

PER IOD

Constr.
Su p t .

Es timato r

Co st pe r Man (Tho usa nd D o lla rs )
8.96
8. 16
9.14
6.65

Average
High
Low

-

Off ice
Division

5.80
4.61
5.80
3.61

C o s t o f E s t i m a t o r p e r Th o u s a n d D o l l a r s o f C o n t r a c t
Sales
Office
Average
Division
High
Low
-

12 . 32
9.89
30.40
3.63

C o s t o f S u e r v i s i o n p e r Th o u s a n d D o l l a r s o f
Contract Labor
44.50
40.95
117.55
21.02

Off ice
Di v i s io n - A v e r a g e
High
Low
C o n t r a c t L a b o r ( Th o u s a n d D o l l a r s ) p e r C o n s t r .
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EXHIBIT 2

Evaluation of Estimating and Construction Personnel
The first two yardsticks in Exhibit 2 are the salve as the corresponding ones
in Exhibit 1. With respect to the second of these yardsticks, since construction
superintendents are concerned with the supervision of construction of contract
installations rather than the securing of the actual contract sales, the cost per
thousand dollars of sales is not applicable to this type of employee. The estimator's cost per thousand dollars of sales is based on contract sales only, since
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work performed by this type of employee is solely in connection with the securing of contract sales.
The third yardstick included in Exhibit 2 is cost of supervision per thousand dollars of contract labor. This yardstick applies only to construction superintendents. Cost includes actual payments for salaries, travel entertainment,
and automobile expense. The total of such expenses incurred in each district
sales territory by the construction superintendents is divided by the total actual
contract labor payments made in the district sales territory. Contract labor payments were selected as the base for measuring construction superintendents'
costs because labor costs are the major element over which the construction superintendents exercise supervision and control.
The fourth yardstick included in Exhibit 2 is contract labor per construction
superintendent. Contract labor payments in each territory are divided by the
total number of construction superintendents in the territory to obtain the
figures for this yardstick. This information is helpful in indicating where additional contract volume is required to justify the services provided by a construction superintendent.
The final yardstick included in Exhibit 2 is incidental contract costs per
thousand dollars of contract labor. In addition to the costs incurred by construction superintendents in each territory, (as listed under cost per thousand dollars of contract labor), substantial amounts are also expended in connection with
the contract work, which cannot be readily charged directly against the contracts.
These costs include such items as insurance premiums on contract floater policies, depreciation on contract, loose equipment and tools, payroll taxes on contract labor, occupational sickness and injury payments, company expenses for
employee benefits like retirement insurance, group life insurance, and hospitalization. These expenses are charged to a contract expense account by district
office and included with the monthly expense reports for the various district
sales territories. The total of these expenses by territory is divided by the total
contract labor payments by territory to secure the figures for this yardstick. It
indicates the ratio of these indirect expenses to contract labor activity and is
useful when contract bids and estimates are being prepared.
Evaluation of Warehouse Operations
The function of warehouses maintained in district sales territories is two -fold.
First, it permits rapid servicing of drop or less than carload orders and, second,
it makes possible savings in freight on the materials which otherwise would
have to be shipped by less than carload freight. However, efficient operation
N O V E M B E R , 19 5 3
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EXHIBIT 3

of warehousing is a must if profits are to be improved through the addition
of this service to the customer. Close attention to the trends uncovered by
analysis will point up excessive costs resulting from low turnover of inventory,
excess capacity as determined by space utilization, inefficient labor, or above normal rents. To assist in avoiding these pitfalls, the yardsticks shown in Exhibit
3 have been developed. These yardsticks are prepared for each district sales territory. Included in the report are figures for each warehouse located within the
district sales territory, as well as the division average, the division high, and the
division low.
The upper section of the report lists the data used to develop the individual
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yardsticks. Labor and rent figures represent payments made, and were selected
because they account for over ninety per cent of the warehouse operating costs.
These figures are obtained from monthly operating reports which compare actual
expenditures with budgeted allowances. Space used indicates the amount of
warehouse space occupied. These figures are available from allocation drawings
which are maintained by the division manager's office. Average monthly inventory values and net warehouse shipments are summarized from records kept by
the inventory control section of the accounting department.
Three of the warehouse yardsticks are based on dollar value of net warehouse
shipments. These three are labor cost, rent cost, and space utilization. The
ratios developed in these three yardsticks point out warehouse locations where
these major elements of operation are out of line in relation to the volume of
warehouse shipments, and corrective steps can then be taken.
In developing the yardstick, rent —per square foot per year, total annual payments for warehouse rent are divided by the amount of warehouse space occupied. The comparative figures thus developed readily indicate where rental rates
are too high and an effort can then be made to locate less expensive rental properties as future leases are negotiated.
The amount of space occupied is divided by the average monthly inventory
to secure the figures for the yardstick, space utilization square feet per thousand
dollars of inventory. This yardstick provides a measure of the relative efficiency
of space utilization at the various warehouse locations. A high space utilization
figure indicates a need for improved inventory storage.
Returns of materials from contract sites result from overshipments or from
overestimating the requirements. Such returns mean higher warehousing costs,
since there is duplicate handling as well as a possibility of damage to materials.
The ratio of returns to gross shipments is developed by dividing the returns by
the gross warehouse shipments. This measure indicates another aspect of the
efficiency of the warehouse functions. The higher the ratio, the lower the
efficiency, indicating a need for improved estimating of contract material requirements and scheduling of shipments.
Inventory turnover is developed by dividing the average monthly inventory
into the cost value of the net warehouse shipments. The higher the turnover
rate, the more efficient the operation, resulting in a better return on the capital
invested in the form of inventories.
The ratio of the inventory to net sales reflects the relationship of total average monthly warehouse inventories within a district sales territory to total industrial insulation sales within the same district sales territory. The total industrial
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insulation sales include shipments direct from factory to customer and shipments from warehouse to customer. A low ratio is more desirable than a high
one in this category, since it indicates a greater proportion of shipments direct
from factory to customer. This is desirable, as it shows the salesman is working
with the customer to consolidate his orders on a carload basis, whenever feasible,
and to limit his reliance on the warehouse stocks for fill -in purposes only.
Indications of Needed Action
The development of these yardsticks for distribution costs has provided sales
management with relative performance data which has assisted in attaining a
high degree of operating efficiency from sales and construction personnel and
in the use of the distribution facilities. When the reports covering a particular
annual period are studied along with those of previous annual reports, trends
are observed which are indicative of the steps required to improve future operations. In the short time during which we have had the system in operation, it
has been found that this information is most beneficial in the continuing endeavor to achieve an adequate profit in relation to sales volume and capital
invested.
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Flexing the Flexible Budget Before —Not After
by JOHN P. MURRAY
Manager, Budgets and Control, General Electric Company, Commercial Products Department,
Air Conditioning Division, Bloomfield, New Jersey

The theme of this paper is that the flexible budget expense allowance
for a given accounting period may be determined and the expense reduced to the requisite level before the beginning of the period. This
requires responsibility accounting and responsibility reports, simplified
budgeting, full participation and indoctrination of all concerned, as
well as thorough follow -up procedures. Conditions in the case study
narrated required that most expense items be considered one - hundred
per cent variable as a temporary expedient.

of any manufacturing operation, large or small, it is
I necessary to have current
facts about the performance of the organization
N

THE

MANAGEMENT

against its plans, budgets and standards. Without this knowledge, management
must act on guesswork, without factual foundation for its decisions. Managements of our industrial concerns recognize the need for current facts about the
performance of each major unit of the business. Proper decisions for guiding
the business are arrived at by knowing what conditions affect the operation,
their relative importance, and the most effective ways of coping with them.
A major manufacturing unit consists of many smaller ones. Each of the
smaller units is under the management of an individual who has been assigned
the responsibility of operating his unit effectively. He must have the same
knowledge of his unit of the business as top management has of the complete
organization. This is true of all factory operating supervision— managers, superintendents, general foremen and foremen alike. They must plan, place the
plan in operation, and measure the performance of their section or unit of the
business against the plan. They must put the most important decisions first, yet
give proper attention to those of lesser importance, and anticipate the effect
of current operating conditions on future results. In other words, they have
substantially the same problems of management as the head of the business.
The Problem
An analysis of our indirect manufacturing expenses disclosed that in prior
years there were parts of this component of our costs which were out of line
and were contributing heavily to high costs that reduced the profitability of our
operation, and that the unfavorable trend of these costs was continuing. In
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view of this it was obvious that a new approach was required, to bring this
component of our costs under control. This new approach involved refinement
of our budgeting procedure. The usefulness of flexible or variable budgets in
expense control is generally acknowledged. A variable budget, in one form
or another, has been used for more than twenty years in our organization. It
is thus not the intent to go over here the principles of variable budgets. Rather
it is to suggest an approach, involving alterations in the existing budgetary
system, that has been tried and proven successful in lowering expense levels.
It is not uncommon practice to use total direct labor hours or dollars as the
activity base to which a variable budget expense allowance is related. Total
direct labor hours or dollars include both standard and nonstandard labor. This
was our practice in the use of variable budgets for a number of years, although
it was recognized that, with such a base, direct labor inefficiencies increased the
budget allowances. The segregation of expenses into fully variable, semivariable, and fully fixed categories is also usual practice with respect to variable
budgets. The semivariable expenses represent those categories of expense, such
as supervision, which are considered to contain an irreducible minimum of
expense required to remain on a "ready to serve" basis of operation. On both
these scores, during a period when the emphasis is on all -out production, the
likelihood is that inefficiencies will become embedded in variable budget allowances. Not only will allowance for the categories of expense treated as one hundred per cent variable with volume become greater, but the fixed portion
of the semivariable expenses will increase in magnitude. Concurrently, the
break -even point of the business is increased because expenses are controlled
in terms of an inflated standard of performance.
At the time the review of our practice was made, variable budget allowances
were related to actual total direct labor dollars, which included rework and
other extra cost variances. The variable budget allowance consisted of fixed
dollars of expense per week, regardless of activity rate for semivariable expense
categories and fixed charges and per cent of total direct labor budget allowances for categories of expense considered fully or semivariable with volume
of activity. Budgeting by accountability at foreman or section supervisor level
was limited to a fraction of the expenses for which they were accountable.
Participation of foremen and section supervisors in the budgetary program
was meager.
Before we go into our revised procedure, it might be observed that the setting up of a variable budget will not in itself keep expenses under control.
It can only serve as a tool for the use of responsible foremen, supervisors, or
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managers in controlling expenses at acceptable levels of performance under
varying volumes of activity. Action on the part of a foreman is required to
bring expenses down when reductions in production activity occur. Action
on the part of a foreman can also bring down the level of expenses at a constant rate of production activity, or even in the face of increased production
activity. This being so, budgeting and reporting by responsibility or accountability become essential to success in the budgetary control of manufacturing
expenses. There is another pertinent circumstance relevant to our need for
more effective budgeting. Experience indicated we were usually faced with
violent fluctuations during the year in our direct labor loads, which was our
budget control base, due to the seasonal type of our business, inadequate sales
forecasts and consequent frequent changes made necessary in our production
schedules. When a change in volume occurred, the manufacturing plants under
the then existing variable budget system, were slow in reducing their controllable costs in line with downward revisions in production volume.
The Solution
The approach used to obtain rapid reductions in expense levels consisted
principally in applying the following concepts:
I. Strict accountability by responsibility,
down to the lowest echelons of factory
management.
2. A simplified version of variable budgeting.
3. Full participation of all foremen, supervisors and managers in the preparation
of budgets.

4. Indoctrination in budgetary control for
all management personnel, through meet ings and individual counseling.
5. Budget performance reports by accountability.
b. Determined and exhaustive follow -up, investigation and corrective action on
budget deviations.

Basically, the weakness of our previous system rested in too much centralization of responsibility for the preparation of budgets and for the control of expenses against the budgets so established. It is difficult to obtain the full interest and cooperation of a foreman in living within a budget prepared without
his full participation and concurrence. Confidence in the budget goal comes
from a full knowledge that can only be obtained through living with its preparation and knowing in advance how the budget objectives are to be met. Further, full participation and concurrence in the establishment of the budget goal
permits of no shrinking from responsibility on the grounds that the budget is
unrealistic or incorrect. Centralization in a superintendent or general foreman
of the responsibility for control of expenses of several foremen, which results
when they have not fully participated in the budget, takes the foremen off
N O V E M B E R , 1953
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EXHIBIT 1

the management team and removes control from the point of expenditure. We
made certain that such a situation would not exist. To obtain a point of departure in the control of expenses it was thus necessary to break down the
complete indirect expenses of the several manufacturing plants by responsibility pattern, to individual foremen and supervisors, so that a logical pattern
of control by accountability could be established.
Prior to this time it had been our practice to make assessments on various
bases of distribution, between plants and to plants, representing a complex
$2¢
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system of prorations and reprorations, or allocations and reallocations. This
practice, although perhaps essential from the standpoint of full cost determinations, obscured accountability for results. It placed in the foreman's, supervisor's, or manager's report expenditures for which he was not directly responsible and over which he could not exercise control. Consequently, a major
requisite of control by accountability was attained by simply abolishing cross
assessments from our bookkeeping and expense control reports, resorting instead to periodic statistical, nonbook, full cost determinations.
It likewise appeared to us that the variable budget practices then in use were
too complex for ease of understanding and application by the many supervisors and foremen who would, for the first time, fully participate in the program by preparing and living within their own expense budgets. In addition,
looseness in budget allowances which had developed might be perpetuated.
It was desired to install a basis which would emphasize the need for drastic
expense reductions concurrently with reductions in production activity and
which would eliminate inflated allowances. As a temporary expedient, it was
decided to treat all indirect manufacturing expenses except depreciation, taxes,
insurance and rentals as one - hundred per cent variable with volume. The activity measure was changed from total direct labor, which included setups and
rework and other extra labor costs, to a standard direct labor base which excluded standard allowances for setups and rework and other extra labor costs.
Direct material and labor inefficiencies, waste, and setups, for which percentage
allowances had previously been provided in determining direct material and
direct labor cost standards, were treated as items of controllable indirect manufacturing expense and budgeted accordingly.
It was of course recognized that a one - hundred per cent variable budget
would only provide a proper budget allowance at the normal level of activity
on which it was based. At below normal activity levels, required reductions
in expenses to meet budget allowance would be sharpened. At levels above
normal activity, on the other hand, there would be a too liberal budget allowance for expenses. As our first below - normal levels of activity occurred in the
first three months of the year and re- appeared at the end of the year, the granting of a too liberal budget allowance during the above - normal activity levels,
did not appear to be a dangerous course of action. The early below - normal
activity level would introduce the need for expense level reductions which
would carry forward into the periods of high activity.
Expense control reports for foremen and supervisors were redesigned to suit
the new expense control concept. The principal dollars reports were a weekly
NOVEMBER, 1953
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EXHIBIT 2
M a n u fa c t u r i n g
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su m ma r y fo r ea ch fo r e m a n , a n d a m o r e deta iled m o n t h l y su m m a r y , illu stra ted

here by Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively.
There were several accounts, formerly a part of the direct costs, which it
was decided, for control purposes, to move into the indirect manufacturing
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expense structure. Examples were spoilage, training, rework, setups and inventory losses. From this it was felt a more comprehensive picture of the cost
of manufacture and deviations from standard or budget could be obtained, as
these costs would appear on the operating statement and individual indirect
manufacturing expense reports by accountability, as a part of one total. It is
believed this is a very desirable feature.
Emphasis on Participation
As a result of the need for further education of foremen and other supervisory personnel in the compilation and operation of expense and cost control
budgets, a manual was prepared which could be used for both educational and
reference purposes. This manual includes the basic information required by
foremen and supervisors in the construction of their budgets and also serves
as a reference book for them through which they can gain a better understanding of the cost and expense control data being supplied to them.
Prior to the time that it was necessary to start the compilation of the annual
indirect manufacturing expense budgets, instructional meetings were held for
the supervisors and foremen who were to budget their expenses in detail for
the ensuing year. The routines and procedures for the proper compilation of
indirect manufacturing expense budgets and use of the budgets in cost and
expense control, were exhaustively reviewed. Principle subjects discussed at
these meetings are suggested by the topical outline that follows:
I. What is a budget?
2. The necessity for uniform practice in
budget preparation.
3. Reasons for the compilation and use of
budgets.
4. What the elements of cost are, how they
are defined, and how they are determined.
5. The classification of indirect manufacturing expenses, definition of the accounts, reasons for having these accounts, and their proper use.

6. Review of the forms to be used in the
compilation of the annual budgets.
7. Explanation of the cost and expense control reports currently being supplied, and
how they can be used as aids to the
foremen and other supervisors in controlling and reducing costs.
8. Construction of a complete budget, account by account, for a hypothetical
manufacturing cost center.

A complete discussion of each of the topics assured that the foremen and
supervisors would have a detailed and intimate knowledge of the various
phases of budget preparation, and their use as aids to cost and expense control.
In the construction of a complete budget for a hypothetical manufacturing cost
center, we went into the determination of factory load, the number of direct
and indirect employees required, indirect materials and services required, and
the calculation of the variable budget allowances. We taught the foremen
N O V E M B E R , 19 5 3
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how a production schedule is prepared and how direct labor loads are calculated from the production schedules. We taught them how to investigate variations from budget and how to attack the problem of keeping expenditures in
line with those allowed by the budget. The emphasis here was on meeting
budget goals by prior planning for their realization and acting before instead
of after a change in the level of production activity occurred.
After the instructional meetings, individual counseling and aid were given
to foremen in the preparation of their budgets. This also provided an opportunity to check the adequacy of our instructional meetings and answer any
questions that had arisen subsequent to the meetings.
The Result— Action Before Instead of After
The finally- approved expense control budgets for the ensuing year were
available in November. They called, as anticipated, for reduced levels of expense which the foremen themselves had said they could attain. To let the
foremen see the reductions from existing levels of expense that would be required as of the first of the new year and get action for reductions under way,
weekly and monthly budget performance reports during November and December compared actual expenses with production activity, so that the foremen
were prepared to meet budget expense goals from the first day of the new year.
During the budget year we carefully analyzed the results accomplished by
our budget program. Each plant manager was assigned the full time services
of a cost analyst and auditor, who investigated deviations from budget, prepared analyses, and provided any supplementary data needed by the manager
and his foremen and supervisors for guidance in taking corrective action.
No budget program will be fully successful unless it reaches from the top
down to the lowest echelons of management, with all actively interested and
participating in preparing and meeting budget goals. The program on which
we embarked was successful in securing that interest and participation. Moreover, the work of refining any budgeting technique and educating personnel
in the compilation and use of budgets calls for a tremendous amount of effort
and hard work over an extended period of time. There is not a budgeting
technique yet devised which will operate successfully unless the data is intelligently compiled and forcefully and objectively followed.
All annual indirect manufacturing expense budgets for the various manufacturing cost centers are now compiled in detail by the foremen and supervisors. We make it an important point not to make any changes in a budget
without the full knowledge of the supervisor and his concurrence that the rec328
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ommended change is reasonable and can be met. In other words, all budget
work has been done with the full cooperation of those people whose performance will be gauged by the results shown. From the methods we have used
in compiling our indirect manufacturing expense budgets, there has been developed throughout the manufacturing organization a high degree of cost consciousness, which most certainly has proven of benefit in the control of costs
and expenses.
The one - hundred per cent variable approach, around which we built our
present organization of the budget activity, has now given way partially to a
return to recognition of semivariable costs. However, we did not return to a
more complex basis for budget allowances until expense levels had been reduced and fu ll indoctrination of all supervisory personnel in budgetary control
had been accomplished.
Whatever success we have so far had in budgetary and cost control work
is due primarily to two causes—
I. the education of the personnel of the
manufacturing sections in the use of
budgets, control reports and cost data
and their cooperation in carrying out
the spirit of the plan, and,
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2. the interest top management has displayed in the budget and cost control
work of the rank and file of factory supervision.
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Budgeting Is the Road to Cost Reduction
by FRANK Z. OLES
Assistant Controller, The Davison Chemical Corporation, Baltimore, Maryland

This paper outlines the nature of budgetary control, and the prerequisites for the establishment of effective budgetary control. It then
discusses the cost reduction aspect, noting the specific areas in which
cost reduction may be achieved. In conclusion, the advantages of
budgetary control, each of which adds its share to cost reduction,
are summarized.

control as a means to a
T particular end, attempts to bring outaboutin budgetary
concise form many of the fundaHIS P APER, WHIC H IS CONCE RNED

mentals required to effect cost reduction through budgetary control. Budgetary
control is a tool of management, used to plan, carry out and control all business
operations. It establishes predetermined goals and provides the bases for measuring performance against these goals. It enables a business to determine the
need for modifications of its plans, without waiting for financial statements.
Viewed in this manner, it embraces all other control plans and bears the same
relation to them which a master budget bears to the various individual budgets.
It sets the stage and provides the tools for cost reduction.
Further, budgetary control tends to iron out organizational problems. A frequent cause of failure to make profits is the lack of co- ordination of the various activities of a business. There is a constant tendency for one department,
which may be headed by an aggressive personality, to dominate company activities to the detriment of the functioning of other departments. Such personalities are usually engaged in attempting to make their own place in the sun
without regard to the effect of their ambition on the success of a business.
Budgetary control, administered by a budget director and supported by the
president, serves as an effective leveler of personalities and relegates each executive's influence to its proper place. The position of any one executive and
the scope of his authority are not left to chance, but are fixed before a wheel
turns. Under this plan each executive must exert his best effort to pull his own
end of the program into line and has little time to worry about his associates.
Serviceable Comparisons Require Standards
We may properly spend a little time considering the need for budgetary data,
especially apparent in its absence. Of course, every business, regardless of
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whether it is using budgetary control or not, makes some attempt to compare
current results with either budgets or the records of the prior period. Where
budgetary control has not been installed, the only comparative figures available
are those showing the results of prior years' operations. This type of comparison
is better than no comparison at all, but that is about all that can be said for the
practice, for prior year figures are based upon both internal and external conditions which may have existed during the prior period but which, in all probability, do not exist at the time the current year's figures are compiled. This is
to say that many elements of prior year figures are the result of conditions
which have changed. Companies (suppliers, customers, competitors) go out of
business, accounts switch from one salesman to another, prices and products are
changed. In short, nearly every conceivable type of revision in circumstances
may occur.
To go at the point systematically, it may be said that there are three outstanding arguments against simple comparison of present with past. First, a
comparison with totals made up of details which have altered is a poor comparison. This is merely another way of saying that the comparison upon which
so many executives place great stress is of no real value, since it deals with an
entirely different set of conditions. Second, prior year figures may be difficult
to compile in accordance with the current classifications used for accounting.
If any semblance of similarity of basic data is to exist, an attempt must be made
to reclassify prior figures, taking into consideration not only changes which
have occurred but the rearrangement of data required to meet present conditions.
Third, prior year records of performance may never have represented satisfactory
performance. There is nothing in prior year figures, as such, to indicate that they
are worth using as a standard of comparison. These standards must be independently constructed and neither budgetary control nor cost reduction can be
effectively secured without them.
Review the Chart of Accounts and the Reports Issued
Budgetary control demands, for its smooth operation, the preparation of a
classification of accounts providing for the grouping of information in accordance with the data required for the preparation of management reports.
Many charts of accounts have been developed as a result of a gradual growth
and do not provide any semblance of an orderly arrangement nor take into consideration the amount of work involved in reclassifying the data in order to convert it into the classification required for management reports. An effectively
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designed chart of accounts adjusted to the needs of a particular business will
enable the general accounting department to assemble the facts pertaining to
that business, not only with facility but, at the same time, in a manner which
will reveal the transactions in their true light.
The history of an inadequate account classification usually indicates the causes.
When the chart of accounts was originally prepared, it perhaps did fit the needs
of the company. More than likely it is equally true that as the company grew
and expanded its operation, either through the acquisition of additional facilities or through the introduction of better methods of record keeping, additions
were made to the chart of accounts until it has become scarcely intelligible and
bears little resemblance to the original. It can happen that these changes are
so numerous as to make it necessary to refer the various documents of original
entry to a supervisory accountant to determine the account classification, to
which it applies. However naturally such a situation has developed, the use of
such a chart of accounts would obviously prove unsatisfactory insofar as budgetary control is concerned. Such a chart is cumbersome and costly to operate as
well as a constant source of error. It needs to be modernized and re- designed
to incorporate a method of classification of accounting information based on
modern principles of management and directly keyed to the management reports to be prepared through its use.
Further, in some companies, the reports, themselves, serve no good purpose
in many instances, except to satisfy the curiosity of some individuals who,
months or years before, originated them. Frequently, columns on the reports
are prepared regularly, involving considerable clerical labor, when no one can
point to any specific reason for the data. The number of reports prepared in
many companies continues to increase without reference to any over -all plan
until business drops off. Then, again, without rhyme or reason, reports are
eliminated to save expense, frequently resulting in denying to executives the
data which would enable them to save many times the cost of preparing the report. This cycle exists because the reporting structure is improperly planned or
not planned at all. If set up on a sound basis, including only those reports which
are justified, the reports would be needed as much in times of a drop in business as they are when business is at favorable level.
The management reports required at all times are those which serve two
fundamental purposes. The first of these purposes is to furnish policy- making
executives with the data necessary to enable them properly to formulate the policies for the operations under their jurisdiction or furnish department heads
(below the policy - making level) with the data enabling them to run their de332
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partments. The second is to supply executives data enabling them to determine
whether they have achieved satisfactory performance, by measuring results obtained. Both the executive in charge of a division or department and the executive to whom he reports need a basis for measuring accomplishment. That basis
of measurement must be known and understood by both the executive whose
activities are being measured and the executive to whom he reports.
We are now in a position to direct our attention to the budget as a means to
cost reduction. In discussing budgets we must recognize that they are basically
accounting techniques designed to control costs through people. As such, their
impact is felt by everyone in the organization. They are continuously being
brought into the picture when anyone is trying to determine, plan, and implement an organizational policy or practice. Moreover, budgets frequently serve as
a basis for rewarding and penalizing those in the organization. Since generally
the budgets for selling, advertising, administrative and general expense may
be easily pin - pointed for good or bad performance and are readily controllable
since they individually are composed of a nominal number of cost elements, this
paper will focus primarily on manufacturing budgets.
Maximum cost reduction through budgetary control is best achieved by considering a number of significant points. As to labor, it may be first said that the
importance of standards in all departments of the company for control of plant
operations cannot be too strongly emphasized for they are the controlling tool
measuring the performance of each individual department. In fact the most
important factor in the manufacturing cycle is labor. Labor is composed of
human beings who, for the greater part, are interested in being treated and
considered as free individuals. When management and men in a plant share
mutual respect and interest in operating it economically, the major step for
effecting budgetary control has been taken. Hence, sharing any savings made
in the plant resulting from the use of materials and services over which the
men have partial or complete control is an excellent way to instill mutual interest. In this direction, the intangible assets of an incentive pay plan, if soundly
administered, will be found in the increased tempo that will come to prevail in
matters of scheduling, reducing machine failure to a minimum and creating the
element of cooperation in formerly none - too - willing employees. An impartial
survey by a large insurance company reveals that, over a twenty -year period, incentive- inspired production has been 2.3 times the production per hour attained by day work production on comparable operations. Many modern plants
are operating at approximately sixty per cent or less of the production that could
be attained by properly administered incentive pay plans.
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Reducing Overhead Costs by Standardization, Etc.
With the standardization of labor, should also go a complete analysis of
overhead costs. Lower overhead expenditures per unit should be in line with
reductions in manufacturing expense. Overhead reductions will involve a complete analysis of the organization as to function performed by every individual
on the overhead payroll. It will also require a complete and impartial analysis
of the functions actually needed in the planned functional organization. After
the overhead departments have been analyzed and operations simplified to the
most economical degree, it will be necessary to establish standards of operation
in the same manner as standards were established in the manufacturing departments. This overhead control is brought about by standards in which each of
the various account cost groups is budgeted in terms of the production factor to
which it is most closely related if production influences the overhead expenditure, or in accordance with maximum allowances in the case of costs not so influenced.
Developed currently with reorganization study, should be an analysis of the
flow of paperwork throughout the plant. Paperwork costs money. Each form
should be scrutinized carefully by noting its functions, hours to prepare, cost in
terms of production units, use actually made of the form, final disposition, and
possible simplification or elimination of the form entirely. A flow chart of each
form will often reveal possibilities of very substantial savings in speeded work
and will, in most instances, pay for its preparation in a very short time.
Reducing the overhead operations to the functions essential for performance,
by stripping them of all unnecessary forms, offices, titles and personnel is a
further necessity and they then should be set forth in standardized overhead procedure written down in standard practice instructions. These should result in
budgeted costs for overhead cost control. Overhead costs can thus be maintained
and controlled by means of budgets just as direct labor and material costs are
controlled by means of the drive associated with incentive systems. A significant
method of noting the cost of overhead operations is to measure each overhead
operation in terms of hours to prepare, and to compare it against hours needed
to manufacture a product.
Further major reduction in plant costs may be made by using production control as a cost reduction tool and by placing plant maintenance on a "preventive
maintenance" basis through a periodic inspection of all equipment to be sure
( 1 ) that it is functioning properly and is correctly adjusted, ( 2 )
that worn or
defective parts are detected and repaired or replaced before a costly major break 334
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down occurs, (3) that equipment is kept clean and (4) that machines are properly lubricated.
No plan of cost reduction through budgetary control is effective unless there
is a willingness to follow it up. The follow up should be made with the same
care as was used in preparing the plan. All employees concerned with the
establishment of the plan are equally concerned with later control, from the
foreman up to the president or executive committee.
Checklist of Cost Reduction .Aspects of Budgetary Control
The many advantages of budgetary control, each of which adds its share to
cost reduction, may be summarized as follows.
I. It prevents waste, since if regulates the
spending of money for a definite purpose and in accordance with appropriations established by the executives of
the business.

6.

2. It places definitely —just where it belongs —the responsibility for each function of the business.

7.

3. It makes for co- ordination. It compels
all departments of a business to cooperate in aftaining the results fixed by
the budget.
4. It presents in cold figures the best judgment of executives committed to a definite business objective, thus guarding
against undue optimism which often
leads to overexpansion.
5. It acts as a safety signal for management, since it indicates the variance
between estimates and the actual results obtained. Thus, it shows when to
proceed cautiously, as well as when
manufacturing or merchandising expansion may be safely undertaken. It is an
automatic check on the judgment of the
k

8.

9.
10.

II.

executives —a check frequently revealing losses in time to stop the waste.
It is the most potent force in business
for the conservation of the resources of
business, since it regulates the spending
of money within the confines of income.
It is invaluable to management in determining the effect of sales, production and financial policies.
It compels management to study its
markets, products, methods and services
thus disclosing ways and means for
strengthening and enlarging the business.
It compels management to study and to
plan for the most economical use of
labor, material and expense.
It sets up a target to shoot at and provides a gauge for measuring the accuracy of the shot. It is a test of the
ability of management to make things
happen in accordance with a well ordered plan.
It compels management to fortify itself with adequate accounting, cost accounting and financial records.

Budgetary control also has the following financial advantages:
I. It has a marked influence on the most
economical use of working capital, since
it is planned to make the maximum use
of plant facilities and current assets.
2. It is the only means for predetermining
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when and to what extent financing will
be necessary.
3. Management which has developed a well
ordered budget plan, and which operates
accordingly, finds greater favor with its
banker and board of directors.
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DO YOU PLAN COST CONTROL
PROCEDURES IN A VACUUM?
S O M E T I M E A G O a controller of a large
company discussed with me the problem he
had in setting up a new cost control program for one of the important divisions of
his company. The new cost plan was well
conceived and was definitely an improvement over the existing plan. Nevertheless,
increasing evidence made him fearful and
worried tha t the plan wa sn't going to work
out in pra ctice as well as he had hoped it
would.
W e discussed and analyzed the situation
at some length in an effort to discover the
reasons for his conviction. It developed
that the basic problem arose from his
method of approach. He ha d a good pla n,
but he was spending a great deal of time
and effort, at that point, in the procedural
details needed for the plan's implementation. Jumping directly from the basic plan
into procedures appeared to be the logical
next step, but it actually left a big gap
which he had apparently sensed but had
been unable to diagnose.
The gap in this case resulted from the
failure of the controller to bring the division's responsible executives into the pic-

ture a t the time he had developed his basic
plan. Operating executives are entitled to
participate in the development of such an
important tool designed to help them operate more efficiently. They ca n a nd do make
excellent suggestions toward tailoring the
plan to meet their specific needs. Also, and
most important, their participation in the
plan's development gives them the understanding and interest to promote its u sefulness and success.
Once the fundamental concept of and
approa ch to cost control, as reflected in the
basic plan, is really understood by the responsible executives and the basic plan is
modified, as it may well be, through such
discussions, the controller is in a well -in336
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formed and confident position to proceed
with the next steps. He can then go ahea d
with the selection of a ppropriate cost con.
trol centers. Here again, responsible executives must be fully consulted to be certain
that relatively important cost areas are
selected and that each cost area is the responsibility of a single executive who is
empowered to take corrective action on
unsatisfactory situations as soon as such
action is indicated.
Then comes the job of designing the
periodic cost control statements. This
should be done by lines of responsibility
and authority. Obviously, it is practically
useless to present a statement which combines the operations of two or more executives in one set of figu res. Real control, in
the final analysis, can be exercised only by
people with authority. Control statements
in themselves control nothing. They are
merely tools which guide the action of
responsible executives. Executives, from
the top down, must have facts and figures
which are immediately related to the functions and activities of the people for whose
acts they are responsible and over whom
they exercise authority.
Only at this point, and not before, is it
logical to develop clerical methods and
procedures required to make the basic plan
operative. After we had ana lyzed the problem in this manner the controller in
question saw that he was developing procedures prematurely. Attempting to lay out
procedures before the ba sic pla n itself wa s
acceptable to operating executives, and
before the control organizational structure
was clearly established with them, just
could not help but confu se the whole program. ARTHUR T. CARUSO, Boston Chapter
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WHAT ARE THE OBJECTIONS TO
COST ACCOUNTING IN SMALL
BUSINESSES?
I T A P P E A R S T O B E S O M E W H A T unusual
for persons experienced in cost accounting
to give a great deal of thought to problems
of small business. There could be several
reasons for this lack of interest:

for

I. Extreme variations between proposed and
accepted systems of cost accounting
small business.
2. The fact that textbooks confine their
teachings to systems and problems which
are mainly applicable to large companies
— primarily manufacturing.
3. The hesitancy
accountants to educate
small businessmen as to the importance
of this tool as it would apply to their
own businesses. Large companies offer a
measure of security which attracts a
great number of young accountants who
get their experience with these large
concerns and consequently think only in
terms of larger operations.
of

F

So much for the lack of interest, on the
part of accountants, in small business. How
about the other side of the picture —the
reluctance of the small owner - managed
business to accept these cost devices and
systems? A procedure of cost accounting
offers nothing so obviously useful, for
instance, as the installation of the double
entry method of bookkeeping which supplies the trial balance and solution to many
tax problems. But, to be more specific,
there are a number of major reasons, based
principally on misconceptions, which foster
lack of interest in cost accounting on the
part of the small bu sinessman.
Costliness is probably the outstanding
objection that the small businessman has.
Discussions, papers and textbooks have convinced the small businessman that it takes
an elaborate set -up and many highly paid
specialists to operate an effective cost sysNOVEMBER, 1953

tem. Of course, cost accounting devices do
add additional work to the normal a ccounting procedures, but they often pay for themselves and add to profit. For instance, the
installation of a perpetual type inventory
system will often reduce net expenses since
it will reduce the cost of physical inventories required for financial reports to banks
and other lending institutions. Then again,
small operators often fail to realize that the
smaller firm, the smaller and less costly the
devices needed.
Many people likewise think that cost
accounting cannot be used by small enterprises. However, cost determinations must
be made by all businesses regardless of size.
The misconception that only manufacturing concerns need cost accounting is
sometimes expressed. Many small businesses are in service industries. Judging
from the statistics of business failures, they
need sound cost accounting at least as much
as manufacturing concerns. Of course, a
need for cost accounting is only one factor
which causes these failures, but it is an
important one.
Finally, we have the proprietor who is
familiar with a ll his opera tions and is constantly present at his business. This circumstance might minimize the need for cost
accounting, but only until the business
expands beyond the control capacity of one
man. In any case, the accountant, having
knowledge of other businesses of the same
type, can aid this proprietor and prevent
his making mistakes which others in the
same business have made.
The problems of production, cost and
control are fundamenta lly the same in large
and small business. The difference stems
from the extent to which the detailed procedures should be superimposed on the
basic essential structure in order to provide
the inform: tion
needs.

which

the management

M. D . MO RR IS, Chattanooga
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Continuous Cost Reduction
by PAUL M. DEAL
Manager- Finance in Specialty Motor Department,
General Electric Co., Fort Wayne, Indiana

Devoted to the background for cost reduction and some techniques
necessary to attain it, this paper describer in detail a method of reporting
cost reduction achievements in relation to the budgeted reduction in
terms of specific components of organization.

distinctly different from that
C of cost control. Cost reduction is theof activity
relatively permanent lowering of the
OST RED UCT ION DE NOTE S A FIELD

basic manufacturing or selling costs of a product. Cost control entails holding
costs within predetermined limits regardless of the magnitude of these limits.
What Planned Cost Reduction Means
Any manufacturing or selling organization which stays in business long in
the face of competition must make cost reductions. A certain amount of cost
reduction comes simply as a result of common sense business management and,
for some companies with new products or little competition, this may be sufficient for a time. However, the way to discourage competition on new products
is to lower costs and selling prices fast enough to keep competitors off balance.
A planned and organized cost reduction program is the most effective way to
do this.
By a planned cost reduction program is meant one which has a goal or budget
and a well understood and publicized technique for reporting cost reduction
results against the budget. The budget for cost reduction must be supported,
at least in part, by specific projects, and not based simply on faith and hope.
Personnel should be educated in the meaning and need for cost reduction and
the methods of reporting savings. Responsibility for meeting cost reduction
budgets should be assigned, understood and accepted. Such a planned cost
reduction program can succeed only if it has the support of top management,
and results will be proportionate to the interest displayed from this quarter.
When a standard cost system is in effect, convenient standards from which
to measure cost reduction are available, but a standard cost system is not essential for measuring and reporting cost reduction activity. Any well - organized
manufacturing or selling enterprise has some standards of good performance,
whether or not these are formally reflected in standard cost procedures. Such
338
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standards of performance, for use as a starting point for cost reduction, may be
cost estimates intended primarily as a basis for bidding on a job or for establishing selling prices. Other examples are standards or estimates based on time
studies, historical material usage studies, industry standards, or over -all measurements of cost related to physical output, such as dollars of labor per pound of
product or per foot of material used.
Needed: Company -wide Inspiration and Cooperation
While a cost reduction program has its foundations in assignment of responsibility for meeting budgeted savings, the creative character of cost reduction
should not be overlooked. Savings are made from new designs, new clerical
methods, new selling ideas, new manufacturing processes. Such creative thinking
cannot be driven to meet a budget. It must be inspired. It must be regarded,
throughout the organization, as fun to come up with new ideas for savings, to
see them evaluated and reported, and to have the satisfaction of recognition for
a job well done.
Among the requirements for successful creative thinking are a clearcut recognition of problems to be solved and an environment receptive to new ideas. It
is therefore desirable to provide some formal training in the techniques of
cost reduction. In our company, we now give regularly, to foremen, rate setters
and machinery and equipment planners, a course consisting of forty to fifty
class hours and known as motion time study course. Courses such as this one,
which can be undertaken in a business of any size, have a stimulating influence
on cost reduction activities.
A successful reduction program must be a continuing one. "One- shot" campaigns to reduce cost may cause the "patient" to have a deceptively quick
recovery, followed by a slow demise. This is often done by calling in independent management consulting firms to give a quick injection to a business which
is not competitive costwise. The real trouble may be that management has not
been sold on the idea that an organized cost reduction activity is a regular and
continuing function of management.
There is a danger in assigning responsibility for meeting cost reduction
budgets too closely along functional lines. Unlike cost control, where responsibility for performance should be pin- pointed to individuals, cost reduction
usually requires the close cooperation of two or more of the functions of marketing, engineering, manufacturing, and financial or other similar organization
groupings. It is, for example, unworkable to assign responsibility for meeting
a budget for cost reduction of direct material solely to a manufacturing group
NOVEMBER, 1953
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when the engineering group may specify and control the amount and kind of
material used. Generally, the most satisfactory approach to the problem is to
budget and assign cost reduction responsibility along product lines in the hands
of a cross - functional committee concerned with the particular line of product.
The committee might possibly be made up of a manufacturing superintendent,
an engineer, a marketing man, and a cost man.
Bringing Cost Reduction Proposals to the Surface
Once a well- organized cost reduction program is functioning, the cost accountant should audit and approve savings reported and should issue savings reports.
But more than this he has a responsibility to exercise leadership in sparking the
whole program to keep it vigorous and active. To do so, one necessity is to
know well, and to keep productive, the sources from which cost reduction
ideas may flow.
Ideas for cost reduction and control may come from a suggestion system aimed
at gleaning ideas from nonsupervisory employees. In addition to such a plan,
we have, in our company, regular cost reduction committees and a clerical procedures group. The savings they effect are reported as cost reduction. Also, the
purchasing group has an organized activity in which a buyer, an engineer, a
manufacturing man and a cost man meet frequently to consider the possible
savings from (1) buying versus making and (2 ) the use of new, different or
cheaper purchased materials and parts. Large companies, particularly, have a
potential reservoir of cost reduction ideas in research and laboratory activities.
When maximum profit on investment is the major objective of the business,
reduction of investment may be as fruitful as cost reduction. For example, a
new manufacturing technique or change in equipment which makes it possible
to get fifteen per cent more production through a $40,000 oven instead of
buying a new oven, is just as real a cost reduction as those affecting direct
material and direct labor. Likewise, new and different terms of sales or collection procedures may reduce the capital tied up in receivables. In our company
we have budgeted for the reduction, control and improved turnover of inventories.
The Cost Reduction Budget of Work
The upper half of Exhibit 1 shows, with dollar amounts in thousands, our
cost reduction budget for 1952 for one department, segregated into its four
component manufacturing sections. Each section makes related types of motors.
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Of f s e t l e a d s a n d o m i t r o l l b a n d o n a r ma t u r e
Ch a n g e t h r ea d mi l l f r o m I to 2 mac hi ne base
Chan ge f r o m un i t pac k t o pa lle t p ac k
A d d t o o l b d r i l l ho l e d u r i n g m a c h i n e c y c l e a n d o m i t s e p a r a t e d r i l l p r e s s
C h a n g e m a c h i n e h e a d b r e d u c e d o w n ti me
P u r c h a s e 5 m o ve di e f o r B l i s s p u n c h p r e s s b m a k e s t at o r
rotor punc hing,
P u r c h a s e 5 m o ve di e f o r B l i s s p u n c h p r e s s t o m a k e s t at o r 6 r o t o r pu n c h i ng s
El i mi n a t e lac i ng op er a ti o n o f s tat or
Ne w l a y o u t t o c o mb i n e i n s u la t i o n o p e r a t i o n
Salvage ca stings wit h bushing, an d r e ma c h i n e
In s t a l l p e r m a n e n t m o u nt e d wi nd b a t t o r e p l ac e po r t ab l e t y p e
To t a l o f 3 4 P r o j e c t s
To t a l o f 41 1 O th e r s
Grand

To l l

For

Dece mber

119i+

-
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EXHIBIT 2

A committee representing engineering, manufacturing, marketing, and cost
functions is responsible for obtaining the budgeted savings. Experience gathered in more than ten years of this type of cost reduction reporting indicated
that for this department good cost reduction activity should yield savings at an
a n n u a l ra t e e q u i v a l e n t t o a b o u t fi v e p e r ce n t o f t h e a n n u a l c o st o f o u t p u t . ( T h e

cost reduction budget in Exhibit 1 shows the units of anticipated production for
each section and the total. These units are the same as the sales budget and are
supported by a great amount of detail as to types and models.) Cost reductions
once made do not last forever because of new products and changing designs
and, of course, there are many offsetting cost increases which are not reported.
When a cost reduction project is completed, the direct material and labor
savings are calculated and then put on an annual basis by multiplying by the

budgeted number of annual units for that model, type, or section. The annual
dollars of savings so determined are then reported on a monthly and year -todate basis and shown as a per cent of the budgeted annual output. Thus unit
cost reduction savings are expressed as an annual rate by multiplying by the
same volume as was used in determining the output budget. This procedure
eliminates the need throughout the year of adjusting the budgeted dollars of
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savings and the volume used for reporting savings, when actual volume of
sales varies from the sales budget.
The figures shown on the bottom part of Exhibit 1 are the results for a year
for one department as against the budget shown in the top portion of the
exhibit, with dollars in thousands. Since the report covers the last month of
the fiscal year, the results for the current month are already at an annual rate
for the year in question and need not be converted. Generally we do not have
realizations as low as the fifty -one per cent shown for Section 1 and there are
some special reasons why this occurred.
It will be noted that the last two columns show the amount of open projects
still being worked upon. As a rule, specific open projects should be equal to
at least half the annual cost reduction budget. Exhibit 2 shows a sample of the
projects completed in December and reported in that month as savings making
up the figure of $146,700 shown on Exhibit 1. (Total column under Current
Month at Annual Rate.)
Characteristics of a Cosf Reducfion Program
In this article, there has been indicated a planned approach to cost reduction
and some of the organizational prerequisites and essential techniques have been
developed. Finally the cost reduction budget and realization of one department
has been portrayed. The emphasis has been on a deliberate, continuous, creative
and company -wide program. A successful cost reduction program must have the
following characteristics:
I. It must be organized and budgeted, and

provide for measurement of results.
2. Responsibility for achieving goals must
be fixed and accepted.
3. It must be supported by management.
4. The program must be a continuing one.
All functions of the business must have

s.
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an assigned part and give the program
active support.
b. The field of activity should extend beyond obtaining direct material, direct
labor and burden savings to include
other factors affecting return on investment.
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Cost Reduction by Brute Force
by ALWYN M. HARTOGENSIS
Chief Methods Consultant, Ebasco Services Incorporated, New York, N. Y.

The author outliner a drastic approach to cost reduction by the use of
what is termed "brute force." This method is represented as applicable only under emergency conditions when time is of the essence.
Since it is applied only infrequently in practice, it is often done with.
out intelligent preparation. Accordingly, the author indicates that the
cost accountant should be familiar with the technique before he has
occasion to use it, in the probable absence of time for study when the
need does arise.

by a program of orderly and systematic
investigation of all cost factors and of the possibilities for their reduction.
Such a program was described by the writer in an article, "Cost Reduction —
Prescription for Tomorrow's Profits," published in the January 1953 N.A.C.A.
Bulletin. Despite the fact that this type of program takes time and a strong determination by all concerned to find and use the opportunities for cost reduction,
it is the one normally used by well managed companies and it is to be generally
recommended.
However, there are times when the orthodox scientific approach to cost reduction simply will not do. Time may be a vital factor for the simple reason that
cash would run out before any leisurely methods of cost reduction could be
applied. Under such conditions the cost accountant must be realistic enough to
recognize that time is of the essence and design his program to meet the deadline dictated by necessity. Scientific method may come later — survival comes first.
Another possibility is that the attitude of supervision may be such that no
amount of reasoning or persuasion would get any appreciable cost reduction
results. Sometimes, in such a case, top management may be justified in what is
called "cracking heads," because there is no other solution to the problem. Here
the "brute force" approach may weed out the incompetent supervisors and
convince the others that the job of cost reduction can and must be done.
"Mopping up" (completing the cost reduction task as to details) may then be
effected by orthodox and less stringent methods.
There have been occasions in the writer's experience, in line with both the
foregoing situations, when neither time nor other circumstances would permit
the orthodox approach to the problem. In at least one case, the temperament
oST REDUCTI ON USUALLY IS SOUGHT
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and policies of top management and the financial condition of the company
demanded a more direct and positive approach. The hammer replaced the chisel.
It worked.
What is the "Brute Force Approach ?"
Cost reduction by "brute force" is an aspect of profit planning. It utilizes the
services of the accountant to a much greater extent than the ordinary cost reduction program. Its emphasis is on control in its most rugged and direct sense.
It establishes the limits of expenditure which will permit achievement of the
desired profit. Then it delegates responsibility to line management to find ways
and means to keep expenditures within the permissible limits.
Obviously, management in each department will use some of the more refined
techniques discussed in the article referred to above, in reducing costs to their
permissible limit. The force approach usually looks for quicker results, but
otherwise the difference is not so much in technique as in approach. In the
orthodox approach, the question is: Where and how much can cost be reduced?
In the "brute force" approach, cost must be reduced by a given amount within
a given time. The only question is: How can it best be done?
The "brute force" approach to cost reduction can be used on either a flexible
or a fixed basis. On the flexible basis, it is directed to reducing the break -even
point and increasing the percentage margin over variable cost, setting goals for
the reduction of fixed costs and of variable cost per unit. On the fixed basis,
a level of sales volume at some definite sales price basis must be forecast and
the program directed to the realization of a desired amount of profit on the
expected sales. In the successful case to which reference has been made, a
detailed forecast of sales volume and prices by individual products was worked
up, based on a very thorough market survey. In another successful case, executed
by a business associate of the writer, the flexible basis was used. There was no
forecast of sales and no profit goal but merely a cost -level objective. Subsequent
discussion here will be confined to the fixed basis of forcing cost reduction, that
is, setting a profit objective based on a sales forecast. From this description,
the flexible -basis approach will also become clear.
Target Profit and Target Costs
Wishful thinking will not realize profit. The profit goal must be practical.
In the first of the two cases cited above, the writer asked the president of the
company, on presenting to him the results of the market study and sales forecast ($35,000,000) for the ensuing fiscal year, how much he thought he could
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EXHIBIT 1

carry to net profit after incolne taxes. The president offered a snap judgment of
ten per cent. Since this would be equivalent to seventeen per cent before taxes
at the then existing tax rates, the writer doubted the likelihood of the achievement of this goal and suggested an objective of $2,400,000 before income taxes
or $1,500,000 after income taxes, which was agreed to.
In view of the positive methods used to achieve the goal, an over - optimistic
view could have been extremely harmful and self- defeating. In spite of a
large expected increase in sales volume, costs were rising, the company was
suffering a two - million dollar loss in the year coming to a close, and stringent
economies were necessary just to break even. These factors had to be taken into
consideration in establishing the profit goal.
When, as in the case just mentioned, sales and profit goals are set, the cost
goal follows. By adding nonoperating income to expected sales and deducting
the profit goal adjusted to a before - income tax basis, total allowable cost is
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obtained. Exhibit 1 shows the manner of calculation, except for departmental
detail. At this point, it is well to scrutinize nonoperating income deductions,
since any reduction which can be effected in these items contributes to the profit
goal. Economies in items such as maintenance of rentable property can often
be effected. Even interest expense should not be considered irreducible until
possible means of reduction have been sought.
When the target levels of nonoperating income and income deductions have
been established, the total amount of allowable operating costs will be determinable. These include cost of goods sold, selling expense, administrative and general expense, sometimes including research and development expenses. Cost of
goods sold must be corrected for inventory changes if the latter are material.
Assigning Responsibility for Cost Reduction
The procedure to this point results in the establishment of a target allowable
cost for the sum of manufacturing costs, selling expense, administrative and
general expense, and any other operating expenses. We can now go ahead with
the problem of administering the program for realizing its goals. The most
critical step in this approach to cost reduction is in assigning responsibility for
reduction to the target allowable operating costs. Assuming that the total reduction sought is practicable, the assignment of too much to one area means that
the requirements for another area are too loose.
The first step is to take the costs of the period immediately preceding, to set
them up by departments— direct and indirect, including administrative, sales,
and engineering departments —and by principal classes of materials, direct and
indirect labor and other expenses. The fixed cost components must then be
adjusted for known or anticipated quantity and price changes and the variable
cost components for quantity and price changes and also for anticipated changes
in volume of production. This provides the "present- basis" of future costs.
The difference between the "present- basis" of future costs and the target
allowable operating costs represents the required amount of cost reduction.
The required amount of cost reduction must be assigned to various departments
as their respective shares of responsibility for obtaining the profit goal. It is
the most important and. difficult part of the operation because, with this approach, the establishment of the amount of cost reduction precedes any study
of how, where, and what costs can be reduced and by how much. Any attempt
at cross- the -board reduction is futile.
Often some rule -of -thumb basis may serve as a guide for assigning the cost
reduction goal. For example, in the case referred to before, rule -of -thumb
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estimates indicated that 350 employees should be able to handle all phases of
production control in one plant of the company even though 500 were employed
in that department. On a Thursday afternoon, the production control manager
was told to lay off 150 employees by the following Monday. He did, and he
managed to carry on without too much difficulty. While this might suggest
that the department was overmanned, and it is stronger treatment than the
writer would ordinarily recommend, nevertheless, it worked. It also suggests
that very strong and able middle management is essential to a successful program
of this kind.
Some decisions necessarily are purely arbitrary, such as those which aim at
reducing scrap losses by a given percentage or which direct the product design
function to engineer so many dollars of materials cost out of the product. These
goals may or may not be achieved. They may also be exceeded, but they provide
objectives which become the responsibility of the appropriate departments.
It will sometimes be necessary to provide for increases in some cost categories
in order to secure greater reductions in other cost categories. The most obvious
example is the increase of fixed costs due to new or improved equipment acquired in order to reduce labor or other costs.
The general office departments and the sales department, as well as the
factory, should participate in the cost reduction effort. In some companies there
is a tendency towards extravagance in these departments. However, sales department allowances must be based on the sales program necessary to move the
expected volume.
When the necessary cost reduction objectives have been assigned to the
various responsible department heads, the respective amounts should be deducted
from the "present- basis" of future costs as previously described, the remainder
representing the new cost goals. These calculations might be made in detailed
terms of materials, labor, expense, and even in greater detail. However, it seems
preferable, after the calculations have been made, to summarize in terms of total
allowable costs by departments. Since the department heads are called on to
find ways and means of operating under the new ceiling allowances, it is only
right that they be permitted to make the reductions where they can. Hence, what
results from the planning is a top spending allowance for each department —a
flat sum for each supervision responsible for cost reduction.
Making the Programs Work
The cost reduction planning should be undertaken by top management, with
such staff assistance and advice as necessary. This statement may seem to reverse
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good management practice. However, under the conditions to which the
stringent approach applies, it would be impossible to obtain agreement of
department heads to the reductions contemplated. In taking the planning
initiative, top management is merely deciding what it must expect from its
subordinates. The approach is most used by companies which are in financial
difficulties or which have been losing money for some time. Obviously an
emergency measure, it can be a very effective one. When the total goals of
the various departments have been determined, it is then in order to explain
the necessity for "target" cost reduction to the department heads and to ask
for their efforts to make the program successful, for these individuals and their
subordinates must find the means of accomplishing the goals set.
When the department head has received his total expenditure allowance, he
should be asked to prepare his regular budgets, making his reductions where
he thinks best but not exceeding his ceiling in total. Where formal budgets
have not been in use, the ceiling allowance for each department becomes an
overall spending budget and the first step in budgetary control is accomplished.
Incidentally, the chart of accounts must necessarily be arranged to show the
responsibility in the organization for the incidence and reduction of costs. This
is always a prerequisite to cost control, but many companies have neglected it.
In most cases, it will be necessary to allow for a period of time to accomplish
the expected reduction in cost. This may be reflected in monthly or quarterly
budgets. It is up to the individual department heads to allocate their overall
spending allowances over the various objects of expenditure. For example, the
amounts available for supervision, clerical, and indirect labor determine the
number of employees which may be employed in these respective categories.
Other expenses also will be reduced or eliminated.
Of course, these goals will appear to be impossible to the department heads
and supervisors on whom the pressure will fall. It reminds the writer of the
time when he was contemplating marriage. He tried to prepare a budget to
plan how two could live on his salary. In no way could he figure on paper
how to make ends meet. But, encouraged by the fact that some of his friends
were getting along on lower incomes, he threw away the budgets and took the
big step. He did all right. There is nothing like limited funds to force economy.
This applies to supervisors in spending company funds just as much as in
spending their own. There does exist a limit to how much reduction is possible.
It has been stated that the initial targets must be realistic and this bears repetition. But the pressure of an absolute ceiling makes possible economies which
can be attained in no other way.
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The monthly budget comparisons will show the progress being made in the
cost reduction program and will disclose those department heads who are failing
to meet their objectives. They can be given special assistance or, perhaps, replaced where clearly unqualified or uncooperative. However, the budget reports
show the failures after the money is spent. Effective control depends on taking
the necessary steps beforehand in order to avoid overspending. Emphasis must
be placed on forehanded action. This demands that hires and lay -offs, requisitions, and other commitments be watched closely. Superintendents, for example,
should assure themselves that their foremen have taken the steps necessary to
restrain their spending to budget limits. Such positive measures are essential
to minimize failures reported in the monthly budget reports.
Shall the Approach be High Pressure, Low Pressure or In Between?
Although the brute force approach to cost reduction will seem to be rugged,
it differs from the usual approach only in emphasis and degree. This may be
illustrated by quotation from a paragraph in the article of the writer, already
cited:

will

is

Often it is helpful to estimate and establish an objective for cost reduction. At the
inception of the program, a goal may be established for the first year of operation of
the program as a whole and for each executive and supervisor who has responsibility
for any phase of any class of costs. In setting goals for cost reduction, careful judgement needed. Some costs may be susceptible of substantial reduction, while others
may be nearly untouchable. At the start of the program, it may be difficult to decide
whether any class or group of costs contains a potential for reduction. An intelligent
guess should be made. The responsible supervisor cannot be held too closely to attaining the reduction attempted, but, whether or not it is attained (it might be surpassed),
the establishment of an objective is desirable and normally
lead to greater savings
than otherwise.
In this paragraph, the low- pressure approach stands out in marked contrast
to the presently described high - pressure approach. The former will be used by
profitable companies which desire to further improve their position or to meet
expected threats from competition or adverse economic conditions. The latter
approach will be used by companies presently in a loss position or short of
funds. It is an instrument of necessity, and can be a most effective one.
Most important, there are possible various degrees in which a compromise
between the two approaches may be used. These variations are possible in
connection with ( 1 ) the amount of the cost reduction objectives, (2) the period
of time allowed to reach the objectives, and (3) the pressure exerted to realize
attainment of the full objectives. The program may be regulated to meet the
urgency of the situation.
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Departmentalization for Lower Cost Levels
by MARION H. SIMPSEN
Controller, R. G . LeTourneou, Inc., Longview , Texas

This paper discusses standards and budgets for cost control and as a
foundation for cost reduction, against the background of necessary departmentalization of manufacturing operations. Specific departmental
reports, which are the products of a control system, are presented
and specific cost reductions resulting from application of the system
are noted, together with problems involved in the effective administration of budgets and a budget -based cost reduction program.

HE THEME OF THIS ARTICLE

bears on the problems of cost control and reduc-

T tion and is more particularly directed to the need for departmentalization,

especially for cost purposes, in achieving desired results. To begin with, what
are desired results? Perhaps we can liken cost control and cost reduction endeavors to the art of driving a modern car on an icy pavement. Most drivers have
learned that putting on the brakes too suddenly will start a skid just as easily as
stepping on the gas too suddenly. In cost reduction, an abrupt curtailment can
throw the enterprise into a loss skid just as quickly as too much uncontrolled
spending. In other words, management must know just when and to what
extent brakes must be put on expenditures and also when it is necessary to
increase expenditures to keep the operation on the road to profits. For example,
if $10,000 of spoiled work each month were eliminated at an additional monthly
control cost of $15,000, one expense item would be unduly curtailed by reason
of the fact that it resulted in a disproportionate increase in another expensive
item. The accountant should point out to management that the law of diminishing returns applies to cost reduction programs as well as to sale endeavors.
Inadequacy of Planf -Wide Costs
Coming now to the particular theme of this article, the control and reduction
of costs by departmentalization, suppose we start with a typical manufacturing
expense schedule covering the operations of an entire plant for a month. In
Exhibit 1, the factory operation is classified into natural expense accounts —
which would run to some fifty items if full detail were given —and the plant
manager must control costs by further detailed analysis. This exhibit represents
the expense classification and the approximate overhead expenses you might
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72 P r o p e r t y T a x e s
73 S o c i a l S e c ur i t y T a x e s

$

35 ; 0 0 0
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3,000
3,200

$198,975
EXHIBIT 1

find in a factory having a yearly sales volume of ten million dollars and employing about six hundred people.
The normal procedure, in the absence of departmentalization (to assume the
extreme case) is to prepare detailed analyses of the accounts which seem to be
particularly out of line. The cost accountant prepares such schedules, showing
each item charged during the month to each expense account analyzed. The
plant manager must then try to use this information to do something about
controlling current costs of factory operation. The plant manager is in the
position of having an excess of detail. The analyses obviously contains matter
both relevant and irrelevant to excessive spending. He knows very definitely
that there is something wrong in his cost picture but cannot quite "pin it down."
He is like a reader who asks for a book on budgetary control and is given a
dictionary. The dictionary includes all the words but they are not in the right
order for his purposes.
Also in the absence of departmentalization of costs, the plant manager is
really the sole individual in the plant who is supplied any kind of information
about costs. Naturally, there are always some conscientious foremen, supervisors,
and workmen who do not deliberately waste materials and labor but no one
can be every effective in controlling the costs of his function without some cost
figures to guide him. Departmental costs are that guide and they enable the
plant manager to shift some of the responsibility for controlling costs from his
shoulders to those of his subordinates.
Basis of Departmental Costs: An Example
Many companies have a semblance of departmental organization which is
necessary for other purposes and it may thus seem a very simple matter to
accumulate operating costs by departments and apply these costs in cost control.
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However, having a skeleton departmental organization is only a beginning for
cost control.
This is well - illustrated in the case of a manufacturing company, the experience of which is reflected here. Exhibit 2 shows a list of the departments which
were found necessary. These departments were chiefly on a functional basis
and corresponded to the supervisory organization chart. Usually one foreman
was in charge of each of the departments listed. After establishing these departments, the next step was to set up necessary plant reporting for labor distribution and for supply and material usage. This was an important element as,
without accurate reporting at the source, accounting information would necessarily be inaccurate. I know that some shop people and some people very high
in the management group have the impression that accountants with modern
office machinery can make figures accurate simply by multiplying and dividing
enough times and by preparing enough intricate schedules. However, the fact
is that accounting information can only be as accurate as the source data on
which it is based. Therefore, it is important to supplement the departmental
cost segregation basis by properly defining expense accounts and issuing reporting instructions in language the shop personnel can readily understand. Exhibit
3 is an example of the procedures issued in the program being described.
Rules and definitions had to be agreed upon to fit in with management's
concept of the organization. For instance, we may charge foremen's salaries
to their superior's department instead of their own on the basis that the superior
who controls the foreman's salary and actions should be charged for it. Of
course, if the same costs are used for production costing, an adjustment must
be made to charge these salaries to the individual departments, either as an
allocation or a specific charge.
Measuring Sticks and Reports
After establishing the departments and the natural expense accounts in each
department, we then determined what our measure of performance was to be
for each department. An adequate measuring stick for cost performance is, of
course, very necessary. Usually it is not a simple matter of selecting one measuring stick and using that for all departments as that would be somewhat like
adding apples and potatoes. Fortunately, our problem in the production departments was not too difficult. For some time we had been using a unit of output
in work measurement based on the Bedeaux unit. The Bedeaux unit is a unit of
measurement of human output and may be compared to horsepower hours in
an engine. It is approximately the amount of work a normal man will do in
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EXHI BI T 2

a minute at a normal rate of speed and with a normal output of energy after
allowance for fatigue and normal rest. The average efficient workmen should
produce about sixty of these units in an hour while a less efficient man may run
about forty. A very efficient and experienced workman can reach an output of
seventy or eighty units per hour. Under the particular conditions, use of this
measure of output provides an excellent means of measuring performance of
production departments.
This time study unit, while an excellent means of measuring direct operations
did not apply in the case of certain staff and service departments. For instance,
in this factory operation a fleet of trucks was used in transporting parts between
different plants. Truck ton -miles was the most satisfactory unit for the operating
efficiency of the trucking department. In the shipping department product units
shipped during the month was the unit. The number of checks written was used
in the payroll department. In tool making and other similar departments, output
hours was the index to performance.
There are several different methods of establishing budgets. For instance,
a budget may be an unattainable goal, one that can be attained only tinder ideal
conditions, or one that can generally be surpassed. In this application we set
up the budget on the premise that it should be attainable and that most foremen
and supervisors would feel better about meeting and "beating" the budget than
never quite attaining it. It was based primarily on history. To obtain this
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history, we operated under a departmental cost program for eight months before
attempting to set up a budget. We charted these eight months by using scatter
charts to determine the portion of fixed costs in each department. Then the
accounting and industrial engineering departments agreed upon a suggested
budget and met with the foreman and general foreman concerned. The budget
figure was reviewed and the foremen presented any objections or arguments.
They were also told that the budget would be reviewed from time to time.
The reports issued form the most: important part of the program. Exhibit 4
is a copy of the typical departmental expense report issued to each foreman in
charge of a production department. A similar report is issued to foremen of
staff and service departments. The reports are self - explanatory and show hypothetical current and year -to -date figures for each department. It is a breakdown,
not an appraisal of performance. The budget was set for each department in
total only and budget performance reported to each foreman as in Exhibit 5.
This particular plan of budget performance reporting was adopted on the theory
that a foreman should be held accountable only for the total expenses in the
department and that he should exercise his own judgment as to the particular
distribution of expenditures among the expense accounts. Also, to attempt to
budget each particular account complicates the program unnecessarily and is of
limited utility because each account will usually be either over or under budget.
It is accordingly expected that each foreman should be able to come close to
his total budget or have an acceptable explanation.
Difficulty in Appraising Results
Measuring the success of a plan is almost as difficult a task as the development
of the plan. I have not found any one method that can be recommended. It
seems that each accountant must realize his own particular problem in this
respect and report to management on changes in overhead rates, comparisons
with past periods, and specific instances of cost savings and control. I have
found that perhaps the best illustration of cost savings is in the departmental
cost report itself. Meeting the budget that was set after agreement among the
accounting department, the chief industrial engineer, and the supervisor involved should be good evidence of accomplishment. In other words, if we set
a particular budget or goal for a foreman and he meets it, we believe we are
obtaining the desired results. Of course, we may still have a difference of
opinion about who was responsible, or whether the expense experienced would
have been about the same anyway. Perhaps cost control men are a little like the
rainmakers. If it rains critics can always say that it would have rained anyway.
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IV I n d i r e c t L a b o r A c c o u n t s
I n d i r e c t P r o d u c t i o n L a b o r - Ac co un t 13
T h i s a c c o u n t s h o u l d b e u s e d o n l y i n p r o d u c t i o n d e p a r t m e n t s by
empl oye e s on t he hourl y or we e kl y payrol l . Those de pa rt me nt s
in whic h it m a y b e u s e d a r e in d i ca t e d o n t h e D e p ar t m e n t a l E x pe ns e
C h a r t . A c c o u n t 13 s h o u l d b e c h a r g e d f o r a l l i n d i r e c t o r n o n - p r o du st i ve la b or wh i ch ca n no t b e sp e c i f i c a l l y cl a s s i f i e d a s c h a r ge a b l e
t o a n y o t h e r l a b o r a c c o u n t s o r j o b s s u c h a s s p e c i a l j o b s , 2, 3 , 5 ,
7, e t c .
Careful j udgeme nt shoul d be e xe rc i s e d t o as s u re acc ura t e
dis tin cti on be t we e n d i re c t l a b o r v a r i a t i o n s and in d i r e c t
product i on l abor. F or e xampl e , ne ce s s ary cl ean -up work
in the immediate working are a in production departments
shoul d be ch a rge d t o Acc o un t 5 ; ho we v e r , m i s c e l l a n e o u s
cl e a n - u p w o r k s h o u l d b e c h a r g e d t o A c c o u n t 1 3 ( e x a m p l e
13 -702) . S o m e e x a m p l e s o f A c c o u n t 1 3 c h a r g e s a r e :
1.

M i s ce l la n e o u s cle a n -u p wo rk, s u c h a s swe e pi ng
a i s l e s , e t c . whe n not done by th e H ou se ke e pi ng
D e part me nt . (House ke e pi ng De partme nt us e s
Accoun t 48) .

2.

M o v i n g o f p a r t s , j i gs , m a t e r i a l , e t c . w h e n n o t
neces sary for or relate d to eith er p roduction
jobs, s pe ci al j obs , tool i ng up or mai nt enance .

3.

L e a d m e n in p ro du ct io n d e p a r t m e n t s .

G e n e r a l S e r v i c e L a b o r - A c c o u n t 14
T h i s a c c o u n t s h o u l d b e u s e d by a l l h o u r l y e m p l o y e e s i n a l l p l a n t
st af f a n d s e r v i c e d e p a r t m e n t s t o c o v e r a l l l a b o r n o t d e f i n i t e l y
ide ntifiable a s c h a r ge a b l e to a n y s p e ci f i c l a b o r a c c o u n t o r sp e c i a l
job. Ac co un t 14 i s us e d fo r m u ch t h e s a m e t yp e o f l a b o r r e p o r t i n g
by s t a ff a n d se r v i c e de p a r t m e n t s a s Ac c o u n t 1 3 i s u s e d i n p r o d u c t i o n
dep art men ts.
Some e xampl e s of Account 14 charge s ar e :
1.

I n s p e c t o r s (14 -772) .

2.

S t e e l H a n d l e r s i n s t e e l ya r d ( 1 4 - 7 5 1 ) .

3.

M a t e r i a l s ha n dl i ng ( 1 4 - 7 53 ) .

4.

Le a d me n in a ll p l an t st a f f a n d s e r v i c e d e p a r t m e n t s .

ShoD M e e t i n gs ( C h a p e l S e r v i c e s ) - A c c o u n t 1 6
Chape l s e r v i c e s f o r a l l e m p l o ye e s a r e he l d o n ce e a c h we e k .
A c c o u n t 16 s h o u l d b e u s e d b y a l l e m p l o y e e s o n t h e h o u r l y o r
we e k ly pa yr o l l t o r e p o r t t i me o f f f o r su c h ch a p e l s e r v i c e s .
( E x a m p l e s - 16 -711, 16 -754) .

EXHIBIT 3
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Cost Reduction of Work
I have found that specific instances of cost reduction and control are very
convincing. For instance, we had one case where gasoline was issued to all off the -road vehicles from one pump. No one had been very much interested in
keeping detail records and accounting for shortages. When the cost accountant
insisted that a record be kept to charge each particular department, we were told
it was impossible to account for all the gasoline used. However, we charged
the total gasoline delivered each month to the stores department, and credited
this department with all gasoline used by other departments on the basis of the
record kept. At the end of the first month of this operation, the stores department supervisor protested the charge to his department. He claimed gasoline
was obtained during night shift operation and cited other cases of inadequate
records to support his contention that he was being charged with excessive shortages. However, we continued to charge this to his department after agreeing to
make a shortage allowance. However, when the shortage persisted and grew
even larger, an investigation was made and it developed that the gasoline storage tank had a very bad leak. It seems that such a simple matter should have
been brought to someone's attention through some other means. However,
more often than not, this 'other means" fails to function and the loss continues until the cost accountant appears on the scene.
Another incident which occurred in one of the tooling departments is illustrative of the interest supervisors have in a budget plan. When a machine broke
down the supervisor called the maintenance department. A maintenance mechanic checked it and said that a new clutch was needed. Upon arrival of the
new clutch, costing $250, the mechanics came in to tear down the machine. The
tooling supervisor, knowing the cost of this overhaul would be charged to his
department, was on the lookout for the overhaul operation. After the old clutch
had been removed from the machine, he and the mechanics found that the only
replacement needed was a few small pins which were made in our own factory
in about 30 minutes. The net result was that the overhaul cost was actually only
about $50 whereas it might have run over $300. Again, it is my firm conviction
that the new clutch would have been installed and the old clutch discarded had
not some system of making the foremen cost conscious been in use.
In another case we had a printed move ticket with two detachable pages glued
to a cardboard backing with two sheets of one time carbon. The ticket was recorded each time when the supply ran low and no one checked into the use
of it. However, after the installation of our budget system, some inquiry was
made as to the excessive cost of these tickets. After checking into the matter,
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our cost analyst found that the system was changed, no one was using the two
detachable sheets and that a simple cardboard tag was all that was needed. This
cut the printing cost approximately in half. I dare say this waste could have
gone on for some time had not the budget control system brought it to light.
We also had a similar case in the accounting division. In billing interplant
shipments the system of controls set up required an invoice set of seven copies.
Later it was found that the system could be considerably simplified and the
number of copies was cut down to three. The billing clerk continued to use up
the forms on hand and when she withdrew an entire set four copies were simply
discarded, since the design of the set made it impractical to use all copies. No
one was too concerned about losing the extra copies which had already been
printed and charged to expense as the cost saving from the new system more
than paid for it. However, in the course of checking departmental costs, I examined the printing order which normally would not have been brought to my
attention. Upon checking it, I noted that seven -copy sets were still being ordered
and that the supply clerk was simply reordering without checking to see if the
form was still in use. Reducing the set to three copies accomplished considerable
reduction in the supply cost charged to the accounting division.
Until we had actually established budgets I had always thought that I was
running my department at the lowest possible cost. However, I have been very
much surprised to find how much more interest I take in supply costs, overtime
costs, and office machine costs when I know I am going to be called upon to
explain why I did or did not meet the budget established.
Administration of the Plan No Easy Matter
Substantially better accounting records are a by- product of such a plan as has
been outlined. This is because of the more careful reporting of labor and supplies by foremen. But this is not all there is to the matter. Reporting needs
watching. A discussion of any plan would not be complete without giving some
thought to the pitfalls or disadvantages which we know must exist in some
form or other, unless perfection has been achieved. For instance, a battle of
wits between the foremen and the accountant takes place unless great care is
exercised. The foreman, instead of really seeking cost control, may simply be
trying to be very careful in his reporting in order to avoid having his department charged with anything which might show up as bad budget performance.
These instances of such wrong reporting must, therefore, be guarded against.
Examples are:
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EXHIBIT 5
I. Scrap losses are sometimes unaccounted
for because the foremen do not record
parts spoiled but simply throw the
spoiled work into a scrap bin.

4. Labor may be deliberately charged to
another department as a means of directing the charge to another cost
center.

2. Parts produced counts are sometimes reported incorrectly to show greater production than actually occurred.

5. Some foremen conclude that, if t hey r eport all of t hei r labor as f ar as possible
on some production job order, their lost
time will disappear altogether. I t must
be pointed out to them that, in so
doing, the cos t of t hei r dir ect labor per
unit increases above the standard and,
as far as budget performance is concerned, they accomplish nothing.

3. Cost reduction campaigns sometimes result in premature revision of standards
either for material or labor because of
a misguided zeal on the part of the person charged with responsibility for cost
reduction.
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In addition to distortion of costs the above practice may contribute to inventory
shrinkages and will thus affect balance sheet valuations.
Accountants must make management realize that the prime factor in the successful operation of cost management is administration. Very, very often cost
control systems and other accounting systems fail because the importance of
administration has been overlooked. Then the systems man, or the staff accountant who put in the system, is criticized for failure in the design of a system.
We must keep this in mind as we continue to "sell" administration of the plan.
The accountant in charge must constantly strive to make the participants and
their immediate superiors, the factory superintendents and managers, realize that
it is their plan, their tool, and not the accountant's.
Administration is also concerned with keeping the cost control and reduction
plan understood by participants. All instructions and explanations of expense
accounts should be in written form and kept up to date. New foremen should
be contacted and the plan fully explained to them. Interest must be stimulated
by making periodic visits to each foreman. It is very important that the confidence of everyone concerned must be maintained and very often shop people
mistrust the accountant because they do not understand his terms. It is very easy
to assume that because accountants understand fixed, variable, running average,
etc., everyone else does. These terms may be as vague to shop men as shop
terms often are to accountants.
It would be nice to be able to conclude this paper by asserting that departmentalized management of costs is simply a case of following well developed
principles and policies. On the contrary, every business is a special case and
the introduction of departmentalized control in any given business raises specific
problems for which no solution can be given in advance. As general guiding
principles, I believe it is correct to state that the budget administrator should
take two essential steps: ( 1 ) carefully analyze past data available and determine
the cost behavior of the business and ( 2 ) prepare adjustments as needed to the
accounting plan, the assembling of underlying data and, above all, to the organization itself.
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Chart Books for Better Guidance
of Operations
by D. A. LIVINGSTON
Statistician, Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri

Accounting has been defined as the eyes of management. How the
findings of the accounting "eye" can be presented to the management
eye in the form of simple and quickly assimilable graphs on ordinary
arithmetic scales is the theme of this case study. The key graphs used
by a large company are reproduced and briefly discussed.

such a
0 large growth in the past two decades that management hashashadshown
to rely more
U

COM P AN Y , LIKE OT H E RS I N T H E CHE MI CAL IN D UST RY ,

and more on statistical summaries and illuminations as aids in the control of
company operations. Charts, tables, and statistical reports of various kinds not
only streamline presentation but they minimize the time required by management
to locate significant relationships and trouble spots which may not be so apparent
in the bare figures. This work which a statistician performs in our accounting
department under the authority of the company comptroller, may be divided, for
purposes of this discussion, into three phases:
I. Preparation of financial and operating
charts for managment.
2. Regular periodical statistical reports and
special studies.

3. The construction and presentation of indexes of company and divisional raw
material costs and product prices.

FINANCIAL AND OPERATING CHARTS

Managers find it necessary to view current conditions in relation to past developments to get a clearer perspective for planning. This requires consideration of data covering longer time intervals than those covered by the usual
form of balance sheet or income statement. We have found that charts serve to
accentuate and clarify these long term relationships among various aspects of a
business much more effectively than would tabulations of the corresponding
figures.
Our Chart System
Our chart program is composed of three basic series which are directed to the
three top levels of management: The executive committee, the board of direc362
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tors, and managers of the seven operating divisions of the company. The first
of these series, the director's charts, consists of six which are graphic income
statement summaries prepared quarterly to cover the operations of the company
and its consolidated subsidiaries. The executive committee chart book series
consists of about 110 annual and monthly charts and the accompanying tabular
data. These charts encompass a broad range of ratios which highlight the operation of the company and its subsidiaries, as well as interdivision performance,
and compare Monsanto's results with other leading companies in the chemical
industry. For each of the seven divisional managers there is a divisional chart
book, which has between 30 to 37 monthly and annual charts and tables which
review the operations of a division.
For the purpose of making it easier for top management to read and interpret
these charts and make comparisons, there has been a deliberate effort to standardize the basic types of charts used in the executive and divisional books and to
maintain a uniformity in their graphic composition. The order in which the charts
appear in the chart books follows a sequence of logical analysis. In other words,
there is a step by step graphic exposition of the related factors of income, cost,
and investment which shape the overall picture. The accompanying exhibits
demonstrate the organizational pattern of a typical divisional chart series and
the graphic characteristics of a few of the basic charts.
The first exhibit is an outline of the scope of the charts prepared regularly
for the three top levels of management. Specifically, it is an outline of a divisional operation chart series for operating division managers. However, charts
for the other two top levels of management follow the same general plan.
Each underlined entry on Exhibit 1 identifies a type of chart. It will be noted
that the return on average investment occupies the peak in a pyramidal arrangement of the charts. It has been an accepted company policy to consider return
on investment employed in the business as the prime measure of management
effectiveness. The two sides of the pyramid proceed along separate lines of
investment income analysis, which converge in return on average investment.
On the left, average investment is broken down in terms of the ratios of its
main component: fixed property and inventory. On the right side is an investigation of the separate stages leading up to net income which, taken in relation
to the other variable— average investment — determines return. The relationship
of cost of goods sold to sales is charted for each plant and department as well
as for the division in order to differentiate the sources of cost - income changes.
Furthermore, volume, cost, and income figures are presented graphically for the
major products of each division.
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EXHIBIT 1

Charts Utilizing Asset Data
Return on Average Investment, our prime indicator, is the subject of the chart
shown on Exhibit 2. It will be observed that the lines symbolizing per cent
return on average investment, before and after taxes, move in a downward direction for the total period charted. However, despite the sharply rising average
investment since 1946, per cent return before and after taxes moved upward
with the exception of 1949. It is evident also that most of the added investment
has been in fixed property represented by the lighter portion of the bars. As
Exhibit 2 illustrates an annual change, so Exhibit 3 depicts a monthly one on
the same ratio, return on average investment. It is a sample of the kind of chart
which is done for the other ratios in this series. The fluctuation of the monthly
figures in the two years' chart contrasts with the smoothness of the same figures
when expressed on a year to date annual basis in the chart beside it. Such a dual
presentation of monthly data enables the observer to separate seasonal or irregular fluctuation from cumulative annual results.
It will be found, with Exhibit 4, that we have resorted to the bottom of the
left side of the outline in Exhibit 1 and are dealing with the ratio there indicated. In this sales to property chart, the property bars are steadily rising and
the line depicting the ratio of sales to property also follows an upward course.
Thus, even with this accelerating rate of investment, particularly in fixed assets,
sales growth has tended to keep pace with property growth for the total period.
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EXHIBIT 2

But perhaps it is not enough to keep pace. It is important for management,
however, through following monthly as well as annual developments in this
ratio, to trace any gradual progress being made toward capitalizing on property
additions through expanded sales.
Ch ar t in g O pera t in g Rat io s
Turning to the net income side of pyramid represented by the outline, the
first ratio under return on average investment will be seen to be net income to
sales. It is the subject of Exhibit 5. The solid line showing the ratio of net
income (before taxes) to sales is an indicator of the extent to which cost of
goods sold and operating expenses have been moving in relation to sales. The
effect of the 1951 tax rate stands out in the falling off of net income after taxes
in 1951, despite a gain in the ratio of net income before taxes for the same year.
The bars emphasize aggregate dollar variations in the segments of net income
before and after taxes.
To examine the sources of changes in relationship of net income before taxes
to sales, it is necessary to study separately the ratios of cost of goods sold to
sales and operating expenses to sales. The division on Exhibit 1 immediately
below the legend, "net income to sales" is indicative of this. Reading further
down on the outline, it will be clear that each of the components of operating
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EXHIBIT 3

expense, selling, administrative, development, and research —is charted in relation to sales in order to shed light on proportional variations in operating expense. Space does not permit carrying the presentation here so far. However,
as we give attention to charts relating to cost of goods sold, it is well also to
keep in mind that expenses, too, receive chart treatment.
The relationship of cost of goods sold to sales requires careful watching by
management, in that cost of goods sold embraces labor and material costs which,
together, constitute the largest part of total costs. In the annual chart shown
as Exhibit 6, there is evidence of an upward pressure on the ratio of cost of
goods sold to sales to 1946, followed by a marked decline in this ratio in 1947
and relative stability thereafter. Each bar depicts sales, with the portion below
the white mark representing cost and the upper segment gross profit. Exhibit 7
shows monthly actual and year to date charts of cost of goods sold to sales, displaying to management the shorter term movements which are specially significant for this highly strategic ratio. Gross profit margins may be examined in
greater detail through cost of goods sold to sales charts available for each of a
division's major products, for any thorough investigation of the earning power
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EXHIBIT 4

of a division must be pursued back to the cost - income behavior of individual
products.
The product chart, which is the final one shown (Exhibit 8) to exemplify
divisional management's chart book, is an illustration of the many charts kept on
the main products of each division. On this one page of five charts and six
curves, there is a graphic summary of the performance of one product in sales,
physical volume, gross profit, unit price, and unit cost. The unbroken lines depict actual annual figures. The points marked with an X are the quarterly totals
on an annual basis. Through the top two component charts, it is possible to
compare changes in volume rate in pounds and sales rate in dollars. The dollar
gross profit rate and the ratio of gross profit to sales appear in the next two charts.
The chart at the bottom of the exhibit brings out the movement of unit prices
and unit costs. A group of charts of this kind reveals, among other things, the
impact of price changes on sales volume or the effect of an increase or decrease
in unit volume on cost and gross profit.
This has been a very cursory survey of a division manager's chart book. It
does, however, exemplify the theme of simplicity, uniformity, and logical
arrangement which we have sought to accomplish in the presentation of these
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charts. It is, of course, recognized that, while these charts may raise questions
concerning tendencies toward strength or weakness in operations, they are aids
and not substitutes for a painstaking analysis of accounting or other facts which
may be at the roots of successes or failures.
STUDIES AN D I N D I C ES

Attention is now to be directed to the second and third categories of statistical
development of accounting data, as availed of in our company. These relate to
studies and reports and to indices.
Special Studies of Internal Relationships
The second phase of our statistical program may be referred to under the
general heading of regular periodical reports and special studies. These individual reports convert into statistical form, data from one or several sections of
the accounting department, such as cost, budget, sales, or corporate accounting.
The responsibility for the initiation of any report and for its form and content
rests in the comptroller, who adopts a report either as a result of his own recommendation to management or their suggestion to him. One of the main func36S
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tions of the statistician is to propose to the comptroller methods of improving
existing reports as well as to suggest new types of reports.
Many of the statistician's special studies have developed into periodical
reports, but the studies, as such, are usually nonperiodic or nonrecurrent. It
would be impractical to describe here all the periodical statistical reports in
effect at present. It may be interesting to give a brief description of three typical
reports which enhance management's insight into important areas of the company's operations.
The first of these reports, the percentage of actual to rated capacity operations,
is issued monthly and is one page in length. The ratios derived from the
product of actual output times standard cost divided by the product of rated
capacity output times standard cost, are listed for each plant, and division, and
for the company as a whole. These ratios are shown for the current month and
the previous five months. A line chart depicts the monthly turnover rate of the
company during the six months period. Such a report on utilization of capacity
will have a bearing on any cost variances which may be showing up between
actual and standard costs. It may also be studied in relation to breakeven or
budget calculations. In general, the capacity operation report has ramified impliNOVEMBER, 1953
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cations in the fields of production planning, cost control, and even quality
control.
Another type of report which deserves special attention here is the comparison
of inventories by divisions and by inventory classification. This report, prepared
each month, lists the dollar inventory totals for each division of the company
according to the following inventory classifications: Finished goods, raw materials,
stores and supplies. There is then a summation of the inventories in each division
and the whole company. Adjacent to the current month inventory figures are
two columns which designate the increases or decreases in inventory over the
previous month and over the current month of the previous year. Each of three
charts embodied in this report expresses dollar inventory in bars and the turnover rate per year in a line. The first chart sketches month -end inventory and
turnover rate per year, based on monthly cost of goods sold, performance on an
annual basis for the company, for the current month and eleven previous
months. In the second chart, period -end inventory and turnover rate per year,
based on year -to -date average inventory divided into year -to -date cost of goods
370
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sold on an annual basis, are plotted for the current year and nine prior years on
a company basis. The final chart traces, with separate lines of contrasting colors,
the period -end turnover rate of specific divisions, for the current year and nine
preceding years.
Figures and charts on inventory and inventory turnover offer management
some general indication of the extent to which inventory pipelines reflect a
desired flow between production and sales. What an appropriate level of inventory is can be resolved only after an investigation of such intricate and interrelated factors as storage costs, balance of stock, supply on hand, sales forecasts,
and many other factors too numerous and complex to be considered here. Nevertheless, management may glean from an inventory report signs of excesses or
deficiencies in inventory on a divisional and company level and in terms of inventory classifications. These warning signals may be followed up with a study
of individual product inventory conditions which supply the ultimate source of
control.
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Special Studies of the Competitive Field
Reports on capacity and inventory are examples of statistical yardsticks applicable in the internal appraisal of a company's operations but, in any highly
dynamic and competitive industry, the business progress of a company must also
be measured against the achievement of competitors. That is why we prepare
statistical comparisons of Monsanto's financial and operating performance with
those of other companies in the industry. One type of report is the detailed
comparison of Monsanto with another chemical company. These reports are
done quarterly on some companies and semi - annually or annually on others.
The tables and charts in these individual company reports include fewer ratios
but follow substantially the same sequence of income statement analysis used in
the executive chart books. The tabular and graphic information, covering a time
range of five to ten years in these reports, is interspersed with comments. In
addition to the individual company comparisons, there is a quarterly income
statement summary which sets forth earnings per share, net sales, net income
before taxes, and net income after taxes, of Monsanto and nine other companies.
These quarterly figures are expressed on a cumulative year -to -date basis and
compare current figures with those of the corresponding period of the preceding
year. This summary offers management a brief overview of our company's
cumulative quarterly standing in comparison with other companies.
Among the more interesting special studies in process at this time is one
which reviews the income and financial growth since 1936 of the top seven
chemical companies. Exhibit 9 sketches the sales growth of these companies in
index numbers. The underlying sales figures were converted to 1939 dollars by
dividing the dollar sales of each company for each year by the index number for
the corresponding year from the chemical and chemical products segment of the
wholesale price index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics converted to a 1939 base.
Since an ideal deflator in the form of separate price indexes for each of the
companies is not obtainable, we had to rely on the chemical and chemical products section of the B.L.S. index to arrive at an approximate, if not precise,
expression of sales in constant 1939 dollars. The sales growth in 1939 dollars
was then put into index numbers, with 1939 as the base to facilitate chart presentation.
This telescoped survey of our regular statistical reports and special studies
necessitates our omission of any discussion of the procedures employed in other
projects, such as breakeven charts and budget charts. In spite of its limitations,
this cross - sectional view may afford some intimation of the actual and potential
scope of our statistical reports.
NOVEMBER, 1953
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Developing New Indexes for Product and Raw Material Prices
The development and refinement of government prices indexes in recent years
has been a boon to economic analysis. In these indexes the statistician,
economist, and financial analyst has acquired, not only a practical barometer of
the magnitude, interrelation, and interaction of prices but also a key to open the
economic door which obscures the distinction between the real and monetary
aspects of business activity. Price indexes constructed from sales, raw material
and labor cost data can serve similar purposes in an industrial corporation.
Management, in order to see behind the screen of dollar variations, will benefit
from these price indexes as deflators and as gauges of relative sales —cost—
price behaviour.
Monsanto has had selling price, raw material, and wage indexes which extend
from and were based on the year 1939• These indexes have been published
regularly in the company annual reports. It was decided this year to revise
the present indexes and convert them to a 1947 -1949 average price base. This
new base seemed more acceptable, since it would make it possible to incorporate
a larger proportion of our present raw materials and products in the base and
would move the base period closer to current and forthcoming price conditions.
Furthermore, this 1947 -1949 average base parallels the base period employed in
the new wholesale price index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The sample among about four hundred products and an even larger number
of raw materials will cover on the average between eighty -five per cent and
ninety per cent of annual dollar sales and dollar raw material costs. In the
selection of products to be included in the index, we suggested the exclusion of
products which yielded consistently less than $100,000 in sales volume per year

since 1939. The raw material minimum figure was set at $50,000. Both of
these standards were adopted after consultation with the comptrollers of each
division of the company. Exceptions to this standard were advised in those
divisions where a number of smaller volume items was required to give ample
weight in the aggregate sample. Care was also taken to secure an adequate
sampling from the various product and raw material groups. The formula
which we are likely to use, although we are testing others, will be weighted in
current year sales quantities and current year raw material quantities.
These indexes, when they are completed, will be issued monthly as well as
annually for each division and for the company. The monthly samples will
necessarily be smaller in order to conserve time in the gathering and computation of the data.
It may be observed, in conclusion, that the financial and operating charts,
374
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reports, and the indexes have been tailored to one major objective: The needs
and understanding of management. As comprehensive as this program may
appear we are of the opinion that it: is only a beginning of the broadening and
deepening process that lies ahead in the better communication of accounting
information to management.
It is known, in particular, that the road to use of statistical techniques appears
to be broadening markedly and that it may lead to destinations now hardly in
sight. However, the use of charts is already firm ground for the accountant and
for management. So is the development of reports correlating operating trends.
So, too, are some uses of indexes. To these gains, as pertinent in the current
situation of business, this article has been devoted.
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RATIO ANALYSIS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
1 .

SO ME

GUIDES

TO

LO NG

TE RM

PLAN-

by Mark W. Cresap, Jr. which appeared in the N.A.C.A. Bulletin early this
year ( January, 1953) includes special mention of significant ratios and their use in
planning. The author suggests a method of
computing ratio of net income to plant
investment and a method of computing the
rate of return on total invested capital.
The ratio of net income to plant investment, Mr. Cresap suggests, should include
gross fixed assets instead of the net amount
remaining after depreciation. However, the
author's intention to thereby "inject a rough
adjustment factor to provide some equalization of facility values of various divisions
of a company or of comparable companies
. . . between those with old plants built
at relatively low cost and those with new
plants built at high cost," is hardly accomplished. The ratio seeks to measure
returns on plant investment. If it is desirable to eliminate the accident of time for
comparative purposes, an appraisal of
values at a common date may be used. This
may etablish an equalization of dollar
values in plant at one time. However, gross
plant as distinguished from net plant does
not equalize the value of plant even
roughly. It merely loosely adjusts time
when the real difference is time dollars.
Some consideration should also be given
to the amount of depreciation expense and
maintenance costs included in the computation of the net income. Here again, distortion enters into comparative studies,
because the dollar amount of depreciation
NING'
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is affected by the dollar values at the time
plants are constructed. This may be significant if the expansion of a company occurs
over a span of thirty or more years. The
disparity does not seem to be eliminated by
seeking to adjust for time alone. Time may
well be the determinant of a variance in
maintenance costs between plants but the
time affects the use of current dollars included in the computation of the net income.
If this ratio is to measure the efficiency
of use of invested capital, the invested capital must be established somewhat more
carefully lest the resulting ratio seem to
indicate accuracy which is only apparent.
After all, invested capital in fixed assets is
the unrecovered investment. This need not
be the unrecovered cost distorted by time dollars but the capital is not more carefully
measured by using gross plant dollars nor
are comparisons more reasonable thereby.
Another ratio which Mr. Cresap suggests
indicates the use of total assets as the base
for measuring return on total invested capital. This, the author suggests, considers
profits in terms of return on total capital
employed. This seems acceptable for its
purpose if so defined. However, such a
measurement should be supplemented by
having a measure of the return on equity
capital.
Company operations may well be examined in terms of financial management as
well as in terms of using productive facilities. Some firms may very prudently trade
on equity to the benefit of the stockholders.
The source of the capital and the terms of
the risk may then color the expected rate
of return.
HOW ARD F. GREENE, Boston Chapter
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WHAT DOES OUR MATERIAL COST?
—A NEW LOOK AT AN OLD
PROBLEM

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
AT FIRST GLANCE

the answer to the ques-

tion, "What does our material cost ?" seems
simple but, on closer examination, we find
that several supplementary considerations
immediately arise. Therefore, without attempting to arrive at a final, inflexible
answer, let us review these considerations.
They can have an importa nt bearing in relation to establishing company policy for

should be a dded to the invoice cost. This
is especially true in cases in which expensive components, purchased to product
specifications, are required for spare or
service parts as well as for production. A
second argument is that it's nearly always
advantageous to allocate costs as directly as
possible, regardless of other considerations.
To examine briefly the position that
product costs will be more correct if the
supplementary costs are trea ted a s a n additional specific cost of material, let us look

Of the foregoing cost elements, the first

at a situation in which two products have
approximately the same dollar cost for
direct labor, but one has only a small
amount of material content and the other a
high material content. The traditional
method will assign to each product an
equal amount of the "supplementary" material costs, through the usual application
of burden based on labor. This is obviously incorrect because one product should
be assigned a great deal larger proportion
of the costs of getting the ma teria ls ready.
An accounting technique for handling
these supplementary material costs can be

two are generally accepted as material costs.
However, the latter five ordinarily are not
so recognized. Recently these five elements
have come in for some discu ssion as "'su pplementary material costs" and how they
should be accounted for. It is this latter
group that needs a more thorough examination and discussion.
In the writer's opinion, there are two
arguments in favor of including as a real
part of ma terial cost any supplementary or
additional costs necessary to get material
ready to use or enter the first manufacturing process. First, it seems to be clear that
more accurate material costs will be the
result. If this theory is sound, then all
costs of getting material either ready to
feed into the first ma chine or ready for use
on an assembly bench, or the same material
rea dy to ship ou t a s spa res or service parts

very simply devised. It requires only the
grouping together of the cost elements involved in getting the materials ready for
first use and establishing a material burden
rate (or individual standards for different
functions, if considered advisable) calculated to absorb these costs. These elements
then are assigned to each item of material
when calculating costs, and also when materials are received, by use of the burden
rate or standards previously established.
Differences between the total amounts absorbed into cost of ma terial, and the actual
costs incurred for the material burden departments, will become a new and separately identifiable cost variance account.
The writer strongly recommends a wider
adoption of this approach to "rea l" material costs.
HERBERT J. MYERS, Los Angeles Chapter

pricing.
From a practical operating point of view,
the following costs all relate, at least in
varying degrees of importance, to the cost
of material:
I. Invoice cost.
2. Transportation costs.
3. Planning and production control costs.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Purchasing costs.
Receiving costs.
Incoming inspection costs.
Stores and warehousing costs.
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CLOSE CONTROL OF WASTE AND
SECONDS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
TH E C O S T S O F W A S T E and seconds generated in any manufacturing process are an
integral pa rt of the cost of goods manufa ctured. Their importance varies widely with
different types of industry, but it is not

uncommon to find five per cent or more of
total costs attributable to these factors.
Close surveillance, exercised over direct
and indirect labor and other budgeted expenses, as well as material usage, can be
quite surprising and remunerative when extended to this area.
A method of reporting and controlling
these costs has been developed and applied
to a plastics molding operation and has
proved to be a real improvement over the
former method of building allowances into
the standard cost and permitting them to
accumulate in inventory. This former practice revealed neither the extent of the loss
nor the degree of adequacy of the allowance and, in addition, left too many
excuses for favorable and unfavorable inventory variances. Moreover extensive additional tabulating was necessary to develop
costs of actua l wa ste and it was difficult to
relate these to the standard allowances.
The improved method makes possible a
presentation taken directly from the process
transfer entries. This consists of an analysis,
department by department, of the actual
and standard losses due to waste and to
seconds, and of the debit or credit bala nce
of each for the year -to -date. It ties into
appropriate variance accounts in the ledger.
The loss or gain over standard is factual
and cannot be discounted by those who do
not wish to fa ce resu lts, as rea dily as non accounting reports.
In order to secu re the necessary data , the
cost sheet was written with a separate
column for waste cost and space for cost of
378

seconds. Opposite each operational entry,
where applicable, cost of waste was entered
as a separate component of the total cost.
Then, at appropria te stages, cost of seconds
was entered in spaces provided, as an a dditional component. The cost sheet totals
then consisted of a "prime cost ", made up
of material, la bor and bu rden, and a "total
cost ", which included waste and seconds.
Next, the fa ctory ledger was expanded to
include the five components: material,
labor, burden, waste and seconds, which
made up the work -in- process inventory.
The latter two categories represented standard value or standard cost of waste and
seconds, as represented on the cost sheet.
In a ddition, variance accounts were opened
for waste and seconds.
In journalizing, production transfers —
good production, seconds, spoilage, and
waste —were recorded together at each
stage. The delivering department was relieved of material, labor and burden in
good production at standard and of actual
quantities of waste and seconds a t sta ndard
value. The receiving department was
charged

with

this

material,

labor

and

burden in good production received and
with standard cost of wa ste and seconds in
it. The waste variance account was debited
with actual and credited with standard
waste. Likewise, seconds variance account
was debited with actual and credited with
standard seconds cost, balancing the entry.
After

all

production

transfers . were

posted, the entries to the two respective
variance accounts gave a complete account
of performance in controlling losses due
to waste and seconds by departments, and
these accounts became the production report for the month and year to date without

further

analysis,

showing

standard

versus actual performance. Revenue from
sale of scra p a nd waste and of seconds was
N.A.C.A. BULLETIN

also posted to these accounts, making the
picture complete.
In a ny one department, the sta ndard percentage cost of seconds or waste being
known, the actual percentage for the month
or year -to -date average may be determined
directly from the relationship of this cost
to the known standard percentage.
This method has provided what has
proved one of our most valuable performance reports, as well as serving to keep our
inventory clear of waste and second losses
at actual quantity.
ROBERT M. RUETHER, Albany Chapter
PRICING SPECIAL ORDERS TO
CONTRIBUTE TO FIXED EXPENSE

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
THE TOPI C OF THI S LE TTER requires two
preliminary paragraphs. To start with, certain expenses a re incu rred merely by virtue
of being in business and vary little, if at
all, with the volu me of sales. In the aggregate, they mak e u p the "cost of doing bu siness" and are the fixed amounts which must
be paid out regardless of sales fluctuations,
just to be able to continue to operate. If
there is a very marked sales decline, as in
a prolonged depression, then it is, of course,
true that expenses previously thought fixed
may be reduced. From this view, no expense can be said to be incapable of change,
but, from a practical point of view, there
are certain expenses which may be called
fixed. Increases or decreases in sales have
virtually no effect on the total fixed expenses. Thu s per unit fixed expense varies
inversely with sales volume.
There are other expenses which are
variable, in that they vary more or less in
direct proportion to the volume of work
going through the plant. While the dolla r
total of variable expenses fluctuates
markedly in relation to sales increases or
decreases, obviously the per unit variable
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expense is virtually a constant.
The practical application of the foregoing
arises in quoting on some particularly attractive large volume order on which competition is keen. Since the fixed expenses
will not be increased if the order is
accepted, it is reasonable to deduct from
the cost for pricing, a s computed by orthodox methods, an a mou nt equ al to the fixed
unit expense. But it is equally important
that this be the maximum amount deducted,
as any further deduction would cut below
the variable expenses and thus, inevitably
result in a loss on the order. Even cutting
down to variable expenses cannot be applied indiscriminately or the plant would
soon be filled with orders on which no
provision for absorption of fixed overhead
expenses had been made. However, if the
process is saved for the unusual case, the
large and desirable but highly competitive
order, then its value will be very great
indeed.
To apply the method, it is necessary to
know how much of the overhead is fixed.
Each manufacturing expense account should
be analyzed for this purpose. If current
practice does not provide for it, the regular cost accounting procedure can be
changed so that this determination is a
simple routine matter. Although some accounts will be found to consist of both
fixed and variable expenses, it will simplify
accounting and prove sufficiently accurate
for all practical uses if each account is
considered as being entirely fixed or variable. Following is an example of how
existing accounts might be classified:
Fixed
Indirect labor
Plant and equipment repairs
Building repairs
Insurance expense
Taxes
Depreciation —all accounts
379

The table above indicates that a maximum of $4 .83 per hundred units ca n sa fely
be deducted from the quoted price without

Variable
Pay roll taxes
Light and power
Coal
Supplies
Expendable tools
Shop expense
As an application of the foregoing contentions, it is desired to quote on a closely
competitive, desirable large order involving
the following departments: Machine C,
hand and machine finishing, weighing, inspection and packing, on which estimated
unit costs are a s follows:
COST PER HUNDRED

-

-

$

ManufacDirect
turing
Department
labor
expense Total
66- Weighing
$1.3659 $1.37
56- Machine C
0.5827 .8221 1.40
68 -Hand finishing
.3664 1.00
.6337
70- Machine finishing
.8170 1.6716 2.49
67- Inspection
1.0138 1.01
51- Pecking
1.3927 1.39
Direct material

$8.66
6.00

resulting in any direct financial loss if the
order is obtained. This price actually
quoted will probably lie between the minimum so computed and the price as usually
figured, bu t the important point to note is
tha t a bedrock minimu m quotation price is
obtained, below which it is not sa fe to go.
As sta ted before, it is possible to set up
a system for the routine segregation of
fixed and variable manufacturing expense
in each chart and indirect department. In
order to retain the segregation of fixed and
variable when indirect departments are
distributed to the direct manufacturing departments, it is advisable to have all distributed expense accounts divided into fixed
and variable.
Intelligently used, the method of estimating outlined here can be a valuable tool
for the making of managerial decisions on
pricing important orders.

Total factory cost

$14.66

The above figures are, no doubt correctly
set up a nd computed but the proportion of
the manufacturing expense which is fixed
and absorbed by the orders already in the
plant need not be again absorbed by this
order. Hence, for this particular order only,
it will "help carry the overhead" if only
some portion of the overhead expense is
absorbed. How mu ch is fou nd as follows:

Per
cent
of
Manufacturexpense
Department
fixed
66- Weighing
87.7
56- Machine C
63.4
68 -Hand finishing
63.6
70- Machine finishing 76.6
67- Inspection
86.8
51- Packing
51.7
Total
380

Fixed
Total
unit
unit
ManuManu- facturfacturing
ing exexpense (As pense
shown
this
above) order
$1.3659 $1.20
.8221
.52
.3664
.23
1.6716
1.28
1.0138
.88
1.3927
.72
$4.83

EDWARD WAYGREN, Newark Chapter
A REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVES IN
COSTS FOR PRICING PURPOSES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
A P R I C I N G P O L I C Y has been sa id to be an
expression of a person's philosophy of doing business. In those cases in which cost
figures are relevant to pricing, the account-

ant's concept of what cost is and how it
can best be stated may materially affect this
expression. To put the possibilities broadly,
there are, basically, two types of cost figures
used for pricing pu rposes -full costs and
direct cost. These two methods of costing
represent two different concepts of product
cost. Under conventional accounting methods all the factory expenses, including
materials, labor, and total overhead, both
fixed and variable, are regarded as product
costs. The selling and administrative ex-
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penses are regarded as costs of the period
in which they occur. Under direct costing,
only the direct materials, direct labor, and
the variable portion of factory overhead expenses are regarded as product costs. ( John
A. Beckett, "An Appra isal of Direct Costing," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, December 19 5 1).
The fixed portion of factory overhead, along
with selling and administrative expenses, is
charged off to profit and loss as expenses
of the period.
Standards, and standard cost accounting
are applicable to both these methods of
accounting. A combination of standards
and budgets makes readily available future
costs which are so much more vital for
pricing than are past or historical costs.
Since it is likely that the prices for the
current period will have already been set,
it is the costs of the next period which will
be used in pricing decisions. Pricing for
catalogs is an excellent example of this.
Advocates of direct costing emphasize the
adaptability of direct costs to marginal contribution approach. ( W . W . Neikirk,
"How Direct Costing Ca n Work For Ma nagement," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, January
1951.) Under direct costing the management of a firm which has pea ks and valleys
in production and sales finds that it ha s the
cost information already available which
enables it to determine how much contribution toward fixed expenses any proposed
order will make. This makes it unnecessary
to change the basis of computing price
between peak periods and valley periods,
because every order received can be computed on this basis.
A real problem may arise under direct
costing where there are stages of completion between operations within the same
firm. Because of the nature of the cost
figures, the desirability and the possibility
of profita bly disposing of the product a t an
intermediate stage of manufacture may be
overlooked and management may have
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alternatives of which it is not aware. Besides, it is the opportunity cost, that is,
the cost of the product plu s the profit tha t
cou ld be realized by selling it a t tha t sta ge
of completion, with which the next department should be charged. In a cloth mill
that spins its own yarn, for example the
cost of the yarn is rea lly the price a t which
the yarn cou ld be sold if it were not woven
into cloth. For the problem of measuring
the profitability of the weaving operations
in order to decide whether to expa nd them
or aba ndon them, it is this opportunity cost
—the foregone revenue from not selling the
yarn —which is relevant. (Joel Dean, Managerial Economics, Prentice -Hall) However, any attempt to value the product at
such a figure in the records has the effect
of writing up the inventories and any attempt to prora te fu ll costs involves burden
variances, both of which are contrary to
the avowed purposes of direct cost accounting. Under direct costing the best approach
to such problems of costing is to deal with
them statistically. (I. Wayne Keller, "T he
Direct Cost Pla n," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, September 1952, Section 3.)
Conventional accounting methods allocating full production costs to every unit of
product, furnish cost figures which are
perhaps useful in more different ways for
process control than are direct cost figures.
In fact, advocates of conventional accounting point out that, under an up -to -date
standard cost system, the cost figures furnished management are broken down in such
a way as to nulify any supposed advantages
which direct costing may possess in the
field of pricing. Even under conditions of
marginal pricing, where direct costing is
supposed to be most useful, the advocates
of conventional accounting say that cost
figures supplied by a standard cost system,
when properly broken down into elements
of cost, supply every element available
under direct costing and are as fully and
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easily usable. In a ddition to this, they contend that management is in a better position
to act, since it is more completely informed
by having full cost figures available that
specify the amount of fixed costs which
should be borne by the product under
s
ordinary conditions.
There are three well - defined methods,
resting on so- called full costs, of using cost
figures to establish selling prices. The first
of these is the time - honored per cent of
sales method under which a per cent of cost
or of selling price is added to produ ct cost
to arrive a t the selling price. Despite lack
of a theoritical basis, this method has
simplicity to recommend it.
The second is the scientific approach to
the per cent of sales method which is called_
planned yield on investment pricing. The
object of this method is to secure a like
return from the investment which consists
of fixed assets and working capital. The
return on fixed assets is obtained by application of a predetermined ra te to overhead
or conversion cost a nd the retu rn on working capital by application of a predetermined ra te to total manufacturing costs.
These two are added to the produ ct cost to
obta in the selling price. Insofar as pricing
one product is concerned, there seems to be
little advantage to this approach bu t, where
a full product line is carried, it cou ld be of
assistance in finding comparable prices
among items. It is on this use that its
claim to be an aid in selective selling is
based. (Robert Beyer, "Pricing to Yield
Planned Return on Plant and Work ing
Capital Investment," N.A.C.A. Bulletin, October 1949.)
Under the third method, the manufacturing company is viewed as a service
organization selling its services of converting materials. The base used for pricing
purposes is the conversion cost of the
product. Thus price is based on the amount
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of work done on an order, instead of on a
per cent of total cost or selling price. An
illustration, such as the one following
points up the u se of this method:
Order No. I Order No. 2

Labor and overhead $ 4,000.00 $ 1,000.00
Materials
3,500.00
7,500.00
Sales and .................
administration
500.00
500.00

......
$ 8,000.00
..,..... 2,000.00
......__ .....
Selling price
$10,000.00
....

Total cost
Net profit

$ 9,000.00
1,000.00
$10,000.00

Note — Example from Fred T. Heath, "The
Philosophy of Conversion Cost Pricing,"
N.A.C.A. Bulletin, October 1949.
Assuming the firm to have $ 100 ,00 0 per
period in conversion cost capacity, twenty five orders such as Order No. 1 could be
accepted on which the profit for the period
would be .$50,000. If orders su ch as Order
No. 2 were taken, however, one hundred
of these could be completed and the
resulting profit would be $100,000 for the
period. For the firm which is able to sell
its production capacity, selective selling
based on conversion pricing can be used
and total profits for the period increased,
even though the profit as a per cent of
sales declines.
Direct costing stresses those costs which
vary with production — direct labor, direct
materials, and variable overhead. It tends
to emphasize out -of- pocket costs. Per cent
of sales and planned yield on investment
pricing, both being based on full prorated
costs, emphasize the investment of the
stockholders regardless of whether it be
placed in sunk or incremental costs. Con
version costing, based also on full prorated
costs regards conversion cost capacity as the
limiting factor of the concern and evaluates
orders on the u se ma de of this factor, thu s
stressing the opportunity cost of the
product.
WEBB MEADOR, Chattanooga Chapter
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SPEED-UP PLAN FOR CLEARING
VENDORS' INVOICES

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
T H E P R O M P T C H E C K I N G of vendors' invoices is important for two rea sons:

I. A steady flow of work to the vouchering
operation is necessary to prevent work
load peaks from developing at the end
of the accounting period. This period
is usually a calendar month in most come
ponies.
2. Delays in clearing may result in loss of
cash discounts in substantial amounts.
Many vendors allow substantial discounts
when the invoice is paid within ten days
from invoice date. Incidentially, lost
discounts may not be included as an
item of cost for price redetermination
under government contracts.
3. Failure to take discounts and to pay invoices on time will impair the credit
standing of an otherwise strong company.
For a nu mber of years, ou r compa ny followed the conventional procedure in this
matter. Invoices were delivered daily from
the mail room to the purchasing department where they were checked with the
receiving report and the office copy of the
purchase order for correctness of quantity
and price. This operation usually required
a minimum lapse of one working da y, a fter
which the work was then pa ssed to a group
in the accounting department who checked
the correctness of charge account numbers
and extensions. Considering other work for
which this group was responsible, it was
often very easy to lose a second day in the
sequence of operations. Many times a buyer
would request an invoice for review and
then become busy and overlook returning
the invoice for several days. Personnel assigned to the task of checking were often
caught in the whirlwind of a peak purchasing load and drafted into a seemingly
more important job. All of this resulted in
very spotty clearing and a heavy load for
the vouchering group at the end of the
month.
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After several attempts, we succeeded in
overcoming the problem by combining the
clerical side of the purchasing department
operation with the accounting side and
assigning the operation to a new clerical
group operating under the supervision of
the accounting department. This group is
now known as our invoice clea ring group.
(It should be noted at this point that the
two departments are ideally situated geographically for this consolidation, since they
are both located adjacent to each other on
the same floor of our genera l office building.)
The functions of this newly organized
group are as follows:
I. Custodianship of all office copies of
purchase orders.
2. Custodianship of all receiving reports
from which receivings are recorded on
office copy of purchase order.
3. Running an adding machine tape, upon
receipt of invoices from the mail room,
establishing a control total which follows the lot through to the vouchering
operation.
4. Checking invoices with purchase order
and receiving report for correctness of
price and quantity. The receiving report
is then stapled to the vendor's original
invoice. Additional copies are passed
on to the buyer or destroyed, depending
upon requirements.
5. Inserting standard price by rubber
stamp in space provided, on face of invoice. Product code is also inserted for
allocation of material price variance at
the vouchering operation, extensions are
checked and the total standard cost is
computed and inserted in space provided.
6. Passing invoices to the machine vouchering group for processing.
The result of this change has been
prompt and speedy clearing of invoices for
vouchering which, of course, has leveled
out the work -load and k ept to a minimu m
the month -end peak on the vouchering
operation. Needless to say, clearing time
has been reduced from two or three days
to one da y.
D. D. BARBOR, York Chapter
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